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Fade in:

INT. MANSION IN CAIRO - STORMY NIGHT

PROFESSOR CHARLES COLLINS, 62 is sitting in his desk at his

home office and introduces a letter inside an envelope; he

puts a stamp and a seal on the upper corner of the envelope.

Someone knocks at the door. He leaves the office and walks

to the entrance door.

Only after checking the identity of the person behind it, he

opens the door and invite him to come inside and wait.

A messenger in an impeccable uniform shows in the hall.

PROFESSOR CHARLES COLLINS

(lifting up an index finger)

Wait for a moment while I bring you

the envelope, please.

MESSENGER

(Bowing his head)

Certainly Professor Collins.

Professor Collins brings the envelope from his home office

and handles it to the messenger.

PROFESSOR CHARLES COLLINS

(Giving instructions)

Take this envelope and have it air

mailed tonight. It’s an urgent

matter and I want no excuses for a

delay. Is that understood?

The messenger quickly writes a receipt and handles it to

Professor Collins who grabs the envelope and leaves.

Professor Collins returns to his office, approaches a wall

and grabs one picture where he is standing with one shovel

on top of his shoulder and in the company of another man

with a beard holding a pickax. A dedication on top of the

picture reads "To Charlie from a good friend, Arthur".

Suddenly the noise of a broken glass and steps in the hall

interrupts Professor Collins meditations.

SFX: The sound of a thunder

PROFESSOR CHARLES COLLINS

(Visibly worried)

Who is there?

(CONTINUED)
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After a short silence, he moves to his desk, opens the

drawer and is about to pull out a revolver when a voice is

heard.

DOCTOR HESS

You touch that weapon and you’re a

dead man, Professor Collins!

DOCTOR HESS, 45 German is pointing a lugger at professor

Collins.

PROFESSOR CHARLES COLLINS

(Intrigued)

Who are you and what gives you the

rights to brake into my house?

Two other ARMED MEN walk into the office making a head

signal to Doctor Hess that no one else is in the house.

Doctor Hess retrieves Professor’s gun and shows him the

chair as an invitation to sit on it and listen to his words.

DOCTOR HESS

Sit down professor and listen

carefully! You have an information

that I need, I promise you that as

soon as you provide us with what we

came for, I won’t take more of your

time.

PROFESSOR CHARLES COLLINS

If it isn’t money, what is it that

you need that prompt you to enter

my house in such impolite manners?

Doctor Hess moves closer to the same spot on the wall

Professor Collins was standing before and continues.

DOCTOR HESS

Twenty six years ago you discovered

a group of symbols carved in one of

the chambers inside Hathor’s

Temple, in Dendera. Nice pictures

you have here, professor!

PROFESSOR CHARLES COLLINS

How do you know that? Who are you

if I may ask?

Doctor Hess, ignoring professor’s Collins remarks, moves his

index finger on top of the glass surface covering the

picture of professor Collins along with another man using an

old-style rimless glasses.

(CONTINUED)
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DOCTOR HESS

Do you remember the man standing by

your side in this picture,

Professor?

PROFESSOR CHARLES COLLINS

Vaguely! He was one of members from

the German team in an expedition a

long time ago, Why you ask?

DOCTOR HESS

That man right there in that

picture is my own uncle when he was

about my age.

Moving toward Professor Collins.

DOCTOR HESS

I was barely a college student when

he told me in all details the story

of what happened that very day

during the experiment inside the

Pyramid of Giza and also about the

secret ’pass words’ you used to

activate the "Lamp."

PROFESSOR CHARLES COLLINS

I surely hope that your uncle also

told you that the "Lamp" was broken

that day in an accident.

DOCTOR HESS

(Ironically laughing)

One prototype was broken that day,

professor Collins! I know as well

as you do, that two were built by

the late Japanese team... Such a

tragedy! Why would they eat

poisonous mushrooms? You can’t be

too careful these days...

PROFESSOR CHARLES COLLINS

I take from the tone of your voice

that you killed them, didn’t you?

Now you think that you could come

here tonight to obtain those codes

from me by force?

DOCTOR HESS

I hope you don’t pressure me to

repeat myself twice. So, where are

the sacred words, Professor!

(CONTINUED)
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PROFESSOR CHARLES COLLINS

(Deceiving)

I forgot them! It’s been twenty six

years since that day. I’m sorry I

can’t help you with that either!

Doctor Hess moves to an adjacent wall where Professor

Collins had set up a few artifacts in a display and pulls an

old Egyptian flint knife.

One of Doctor Hess’ men finds a piece of paper laying on the

floor and immediately handles it to his boss.

DOCTOR HESS

A certified letter to Professor

Williams in the U.K.... How

interesting!

Doctor Hess moves back to the wall and grabs the picture of

Professors Charles Collins and Arthur Williams standing by

each other.

PROFESSOR CHARLES COLLINS

(Upset)

That’s right! The codes are safe

now! I sent them to him just before

you broke in insulting my privacy

so I suggest you leave before I’m

forced to call the police and press

charges against you for illegal

entry!

Moving closer to professor Collins, first looking at the

knife he was holding and then straight to the terrified eyes

of a man who dared to defy his threats.

DOCTOR HESS

(Ironically and upset)

Sending the pass words to him was a

wrong move! Do you believe in the

afterlife, Professor Collins?

SFX: The sound of a thunder

CLOSE UP: INTO THE EYES OF DR. HESS

MATCH CUT: FROM DR. HESS’ EYES INTO THE NEXT SCENE
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EXT. OFF THE COAST OF THE BAHAMAS - DAWN -SIX MONTHS LATER

A luxurious yacht is in the middle of a tropical storm. As

one SCUBA DIVER carries a potent spotlight, another one

brings with him an extra air tank and a mask.

Doctor Hess imparts his instructions to both men under the

disturbing noise of a strong sea breeze.

DOCTOR HESS

You must stay together at all

times! The moment she appears under

the light, you have less than five

seconds to place the mask on her

face and open the air valve,

otherwise we lose her! Is that

clear?

Both scuba divers look at each other and bow their heads as

a sign of understanding. Both jump into the water and

submerge themselves as the weakening light progressively

sinks under the dark waters.

DOCTOR HESS

(To a man standing near him)

Bring a warm blanket and order the

chef to prepare a hot tea! Tell the

nurse that I’ll need the drug and

her ready in my quarters by the

time she arrives. I want to keep

her unconscious until we get to

Cairo in two days. Go!

POV: DOCTOR HESS FOLLOWS THE PROJECTION OF THE SPOT LIGHT

UNDER WATER

DISSOLVE TO: SHADOWS OF FIGURES HALF-MAN HALF-ANIMALS

FLASHBACK INSIDE A DARK CHAMBER IN THE PYRAMID OF GIZA

ANUBIS -God of the death- and the one with a jackal head is

finishing the last details making sure the balance is

perfectly set.

Meanwhile THOTH -God of Wisdom- with a stork looking face is

taking notes of the legal procedure taking place in a piece

of paper.

A third one named MA’AT -Goddess of justice- with a long

feather attached to the hair, proceeds to remove the feather

to place it right on top of one plate.

ANUBIS grabs the bleeding heart...
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INT. COURTHOUSE - AFTERNOON

The JUDGE hammers Stephanie’s vision out of her mind banging

his bench twice with his gavel.

JUDGE

(To Stephanie; shouting)

Counselor!

CLOSE UP ON STEPHANIE’S FACE

STEPHANIE, 25 lifts her face and opens her eyes. She is

sitting in a full court room.

Silence is broken into discrete laughing in the background.

JUDGE

(Impatiently)

Are you ready to present your

closing argument to the jury,

counselor?

Stephanie trying to pick up her thoughts slowly moves to the

jury stand and turns around to face his defendant.

STEPHANIE

Member of the jury: As we’ve seen

among the evidences presented in

this trial, Mr. JAMES BARTLEY,55

suffers from cancer and he’s been

given very little time among us.

His twin sister ELISABETH, is his

only relative alive and the only

person in this world he truly cares

about. Elisabeth was born with a

very weak heart and she is not

expected to survive this Christmas.

Stephanie walks toward the state attorney and looks directly

to his eyes.

STEPHANIE

My defendant, Mr. Bartley was

willing to put his life at risk in

order to achieve a miracle: that

his own sister had a chance to

light her Christmas tree one more

time. My client is aware of the

implications of the charges brought

against him. He has not denied the

evidences presented in this court

(in a lower tone of voice) nor has

he agreed with its moral

interpretations.

(CONTINUED)
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Turning to the jury

STEPHANIE

When you leave this room today

every one of you will have to make

your own decision and pronounce a

final verdict. On one side you’ll

find the cold side of our laws that

will urge you to charge my

defendant with a terrible crime.

For those who choose this angle of

the law this trial was nothing more

than a game between legal terms and

criminal procedures. However there

is another side of justice, a

rarely visible face of it that

reaches into our own hearts. More

than two thousand years ago -long

before our own sacred books were

written- ancient civilizations used

to represent justice with two

plates instead of just one.

CLOSE UP IN STEPHANIE’S FACE.

STEPHANIE

On one plate they placed our hearts

to be measured against the weight

of a single feather resting on the

opposite side of the balance. I

agree there could be many ways to

interpret the symbolism implied in

this ancient ritual. To me the

feather symbolizes the absolute

"weight" of our written laws while

the heart represents the reflection

of our souls. Ironically the only

place the "soul" word has in our

justice system it is as a prelude

of an execution. I’m asking you

members of this jury to take a good

look at the soul of the accused

today. If you find his heart as

worthy as I did, the feather will

sink by its own weight.

Stephanie moves toward the judge almost speaking to herself.

STEPHANIE

I often wonder whether after more

than two thousand years any of this

still hold any meaning to us...I

have nothing else to say your

honor.

(CONTINUED)
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Stephanie returns to her chair and sits quietly.

"All rise!" A voice makes everyone involved in the trial to

stand up.

JUDGE

This court is adjourned until next

Monday! The jury will now retire to

produce a verdict.

Stephanie exchanges a quick statement with the accused,

picks up her documents and walks down the aisle toward the

exit door of the courtroom.

A man dressed in a black suit follows her with his eyes and

make a cell phone call. The man is Doctor Hess.

INT. UNIVERSITY -AFTERNOON

PROFESSOR ARTHUR WILLIAMS (STEPHANIE’S FATHER) is about to

conclude with his class. The auditorium is packed with

students who are eager to leave for their Christmas break.

ARTHUR

At your return from the holiday

break I’ll amaze you with secrets

translated from an Egyptian

hieroglyphic using the help of the

"Rosetta Stone".

Professor Arthur turned his back to the auditorium to erase

the remaining writings on the blackboard

ARTHUR

(Continuing)

If there is no other questions, I’d

like to wish you all a happy

holiday...

STUDENT ONE

(Sounding arrogant)

Why is it that no hieroglyphic has

yet told us about who built the

pyramids, Professor Williams?

ARTHUR

I beg your pardon?

The student looks around and he finds the needed

encouragement among some supporters.

(CONTINUED)
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STUDENT ONE

I think I can speak for others too

when I say that Archeology has

slowly becoming a laughing joke to

most people lately.

ARTHUR

What are you referring to if I may

ask?

STUDENT TWO

(Looking at the others)

Well... We think that despite the

discovery of the "Rosetta Stone"

and the secrets unveiled by it,

most people outside these walls

believe that Aliens built them.

There was a time when the symbols

of a "cowboy hat" and a whip meant

something to all of us, however I

get the feeling that those days are

gone...

ARTHUR

Is that what you think Archeology

is about? Let me tell you a secret,

young man that you’ll find truthful

fifty years from now: Unlike what

you may find in some popular

movies, there is no happy ending to

the story of humanity!

Professor Arthur Williams looks to the entire auditorium.

ARTHUR

(Inquiring)

Could anyone tell me why?

Students in the auditorium: "2012?" "The end of the world?"

"The apocalypses?"

A few laughing can also be heard in the auditorium

ARTHUR

Because there is no ending to it!

And I’m not just referring to some

ruins buried under the sand. As

long as humans hang around this

planet the endless quest for those

answers will never stop.

Moving closer to STUDENT ONE.

(CONTINUED)
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ARTHUR

People want to believe in

something! From the simple offering

of a votive up to the controversial

sacrifice of human beings, most of

us spend an entire life time trying

to make some sort of spiritual

connection with an almighty who

claims to have all the answers but

who seems relentless about the idea

of sharing them with us.

(beat)

How many among you have ever

considered the fact that we, as a

civilization, may not be ready yet

to assimilate the truth? After

T.N.T. came the explosives, after

the discovery of D.N.A. came

biological engineered clones, after

computers came software viruses and

the same way, after every new

artifact also came the

opportunities for a forgery. Just

until recently, every single

archeologist were proud of having

witnessed the recovery of the only

piece believed to exist from

Salomon’s Temple: "The Ivory

Pomegranate". It wasn’t until the

invention of the Scanning Electron

Microscope that after looking at

the artifact many many times

through it, again and again that we

found ourselves victims of a well

elaborated scam.

(beat)

Imagine yourselves what will come

tomorrow... if you will not be

around to verify its authenticity!

After a long silence professor Arthur dismisses the class.

ARTHUR

(Blinking an eye to STUDENT

ONE)

I wish you all a happy new year and

I hope to see you back in my class

replacing your hats and whips with

optimism and faith. Happy Holidays!

and also Merry Christmas!
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EXT. DOWNTOWN -NIGHT

Stephanie walks in a novelty store where moments earlier she

was window shopping some Egyptian style gifts. Inside the

store she receives a call.

STEPHANIE

Hello? Oh, Hi mom!(Pause) just

walked out from the

courthouse.(Pause) Everything’s

fine I was just looking for your

Christmas present.(Pause) I’m not

going to tell you, you’ll have to

wait until Christmas Day to find

out, OK? (Pause) See you soon, bye!

Stephanie crosses the street as the overall illumination

becomes weaker and suddenly from the dark, three masked men

attempt to force Stephanie into a runaway car driven by a

four one.

The car leaves the spot with all four occupants but without

Stephanie whose clothes and court files end up spread out in

the pavement.

EXT. WILLIAMS FAMILY HOUSE - NIGHT

A police cruiser stops in front of Stephanie’s parent

house. One officer walks to the door and ring the bell. The

door opens and an old man answers the call.

ARTHUR

Is there any problem, officer?

CLAIRE (STEPHANIE’S MOTHER) O.C.

Who is it Arthur?

ARTHUR

(To Claire; shouting)

It’s OK! Claire.

POLICE OFFICER

We have reasons to believe that

your daughter, Stephanie has been a

victim of a kidnap attempt. We need

you to accompany us to the scene of

the crime. We must ask you to

recognize her clothes and identify

her car.
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EXT. SCENE OF THE ASSAULT - NIGHT

A crime scene investigation is set around the area and an

officer approaches Stephanie’s parents holding her clothes

in one hand and some documents in the other.

CLAIRE

Yes, those are my daughter’s

belongings. One moment officer! Did

you find her cell phone?

OFFICER IN CHARGE

I’m sorry ma’m. They must have

taken it along with her purse; both

are reported missing.

Claire walks around looking in the direction of a dark

corner inside an alley with no exits and discretely smiles.

EXT. WILLIAMS FAMILY HOUSE -NIGHT -LATER

Stephanie’s parents get off the police car that gave them a

ride back home. After exchanging a couple of words with the

officer both walk toward the entrance door.

Arthur begins to open the door when Claire grabs her

husband’s shoulder to ask for his attention.

CLAIRE

Arthur I need to jump to the

pharmacy for my medication before

it gets too late. I’ll be back in

twenty-minutes or so.

ARTHUR

I know. (He blinks an eye) Make

sure there is no police presence

before you drop it.

CLAIRE

I will! Stop worrying and get

inside!

INT. WILLIAMS BEDROOM -EARLY MORNING

The phone rings.

CLAIRE

Hello! Who’s this? Stephanie?

(CONTINUED)
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A nervously sounding voice comes out from the speakers while

Claire tries to respond without waking Arthur. She slowly

begins to get out of her bed.

CLAIRE

(Continuing)

OK honey calm down! Tell me exactly

where you are right now. Fine,I

know the place. I’m putting

something on and I’ll meet you

there as soon as I can.

INT. STEPHANIE’S ROOM - LATER

Claire steps inside Stephanie’s room, rush into the closet

and packs a jean and a t-shirt inside a bag. She then finds

a photograph inside. She closes her eyes and allows an old

memory to put a brief smile on her lips.

INT. WILLIAMS’ HOUSE - NINE YEARS EARLIER - NIGHT

FLASHBACK

CLAIRE and PAUL, 17 (STEPHANIE’S BOYFRIEND) stand downstairs

waiting for Stephanie to come out from her room and meet

PAUL in their first date.

The house is beautifully decorated with Egyptian artifacts

and eastern carpets. Arthur is busy holding some old video

tapes in his arms trying to make some order inside a box.

The TV screen is projecting mute images of Claire the very

moment she was giving birth Stephanie.

Paul is trying to have a normal conversation with Claire but

he appears to be captivated by the video being played.

CLAIRE

So Paul... I understand that you

and my daughter attend the same

class?

PAUL

Sorry? Oh! That’s right Miss

Williams.

CLAIRE

Paul, My name is Claire, you can

call me Claire.

(CONTINUED)
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PAUL

Yes ma’m! I mean Claire.

The sound of a door being opened announces the presence of

Stephanie, 16. She wears a white dress and smiles.

Both Stephanie and Paul say goodbye to Claire and leave to

the Halloween school party.

INT. HALLOWEEN PARTY - DANCING BALL - NIGHT

Stephanie and Paul are dancing among other couples. the

students wear their Halloween costumes and masks.

RICK, 16 (PAUL’S BEST FRIEND)is dancing with his partner

BETTY, 15 and both begin closing into Paul and Stephanie’s

position.

RICK

Paul, are you ready, man? Remember!

At the end of this song, lights

off! You better put your mouth in

the right place, body! It’s going

to be "total blackout" for five

sweet seconds. Are you ready, my

friend?

Paul moves closer to Rick’s ear.

PAUL

I’m going to kiss her in a way

she’ll never forget.

Paul looks at Rick and blinks one eye. Both smile and check

with the others who are also involved in the innocent

conspiracy.

The exact moment the song stops the light goes off. Screams

and laughing fill the ball for five seconds.

The first light fuse to be switched back was the one by the

stage above a long curtain and then the others followed

behind until the ball was completely illuminated again.

Paul finds himself in the middle of the room with

Stephanie’s dress in his arms and everyone looking at him.

Rick quietly approaches him and replies.

RICK

(Visibly surprised)

Oh man, you really blew it this

time!

(CONTINUED)
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Paul moves is trying to find an explanation when his

attention and the others are called by Stephanie’s voice

coming from the far corner of the dancing ball and from

behind a long curtain by the stage.

STEPHANIE

(To Paul; shouting)

Paul! I’m here.

She was pointing herself with a naked arm from inside the

curtain.

STEPHANIE

Here! Can I have my dress back,

please?

Paul handles Stephanie her dress which she puts back without

delay and both walk in silence to the exit door under the

angry look of everyone, except Rick’s.

As both leave, Paul looks up at one girl standing right in

his path who makes a remark.

DANCER ONE

(Disgusted)

You’re sick!

As they get closer to the door Paul encounters another girl

standing right by the door. She looks at him and says.

DANCER TWO

(Insinuating)

I’ve got a hot dress at home too.

DANCER TWO blinks an eye to Paul while she holds the door

open for them.

INT. STEPHANIE’S ROOM - EARLY MORNING

Claire puts the picture back where it was before and leaves

the room.

EXT. DOWNTOWN - A DARK ALLEY - SUNRISE

Claire stops the car and gets out. The place is almost empty

except for a few garbage containers and empty soda cans

dumped almost everywhere.

A voice suddenly comes from inside one of those garbage

disposals.

(CONTINUED)
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STEPHANIE

(To Claire; shouting)

Mom! Is that you?

The top of a beautiful young lady emerges from behind a

dirty container. Slowly, she extends her right arm toward

her mom asking for her clothes.

Claire throws the bag to her and sit on top of a plastic

case to begin a conversation.

CLAIRE

The police called us last night.

They have witnesses that testified

seeing you as you were followed,

kidnapped and ripped off by a bunch

of hooligans.

As Stephanie finishes putting her clothes on and with a

smile in her face, she looks at her mom and asks.

STEPHANIE

Mom, are you trying to say that you

were actually worried about me last

night? I find that hard to believe.

Both get in the car and leave.

Across the street, four men wait inside a black BMW. Doctor

Hess follows attentively Claire’s car with a binocular as it

turns left at the next corner.

DOCTOR HESS

(Speaking part in German to

the man in the back seat)

You’re right, uncle! After years of

futile search and false leads I

finally see hard evidence.

Talking to one of his men sitting in the passenger’s seat.

DOCTOR HESS

I need her alive, understood? Get

rid of the punks who assaulted her

last night. They might begin asking

questions about our motives... We

don’t need them anymore.
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INT. CLAIRE’S CAR - CONTINUOUS ACTION

CLAIRE

Stephanie (pause) Should I worry

about you, sweetie? Sometimes I

wish I was just another mom... One

with normal fears and worries about

the well being of her own daughter.

At least for a short time I used to

feel that way when you’re a baby,

remember?

STEPHANIE

Yes mom, I remember.

Stephanie holds her mother’s arm.

STEPHANIE

(Apologetically)

I know how you feel, mom. I can’t

change who I am. I don’t know "what

I am" or what makes me act like

this. All I know is that when I get

scared and feel threatened by

something I find refuge in the

dark. I guess I was lucky this time

that there was no harm done.

CLAIRE

(Ironically)

Listen to yourself! You make it

sound so natural: "I find refuge in

the dark". you and I know that is

more involved than just "refuge".

Claire is trying to find the correct word.

CLAIRE

You "blend with the dark",

Stephanie. You abandon the physical

world. Using your father’s own

words: your body "dematerializes"

and simply disappears. Ever since

you began with these disappearances

your father and I have never had a

moment of peace asking ourselves:

Is this the day? What if one of

these days you can’t come back?

Claire looks straight to Stephanie’s eyes while waits at one

intersection for the green light.

(CONTINUED)
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CLAIRE

(Sadly)

What if one day there will be no

light to bring you back to us, to

your father and to me?

STEPHANIE

Mom, how many times have we had

this same conversation before?

Lets’ pretend that what happens to

me is entirely personal, a family

secret. Only Dad, you and I are the

only ones who know that there are

moments in my life I would only

wish I was different.

Stephanie looks back to his mom’s eyes and smiles.

CLAIRE

How is the "big case" going? These

past weeks you’ve been too

personally involved in all this.

You never have time to go shopping

or watch a good movie together with

your parents anymore. Could you

tell your mom what’s so special

about this case? I’ve never seen

you this passionate about any legal

issue before.

STEPHANIE

(Almost talking to herself)

Neither have I...(Pause)

CLAIRE

I beg your pardon!

STEPHANIE

What I mean is (pause)I can’t

explain it either. There was a

moment in court last night -moments

before I presented the court with

my arguments- that I felt as if I

was literally transported from our

reality into an entirely different

one.

CLAIRE

Did you fall asleep?

STEPHANIE

(Trying to make sense out of

it)

(MORE)

(CONTINUED)
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STEPHANIE (cont’d)

No. I was in another trial. I can’t

explain it to you since I can’t

explain it to myself either but

there was that ritual again...

strange figures half man half

animals and they were conducting a

secret Trial.

CLAIRE

Then what? What ritual?

Claire’s eyes were trying to catch Stephanie’s expressions

pretending to have no knowledge on the matter.

STEPHANIE

(Sounding frustrated)

How could I know? The judge slammed

the bench with his gavel to bring

me back.

Claire’s facial expressions show anxiety but she tries to

hide it from Stephanie.

INT. OUTSIDE STEPHANIE’S APARTMENT - MORNING

Stephanie and her mom come out from the elevator.

Stephanie’s mom opens the door with the help of extra keys

from her purse and handles them to Stephanie.

She watches her mom get inside the elevator and quickly ask

her.

STEPHANIE

(Loudly and smiling)

Did you plant the cell phone for me

last night?

Claire presses the lobby bottom.

CLAIRE

(Patronizing Stephanie)

Don’t forget to brush your teeth

before going to bed!

Claire smiles as the elevator slowly closes its doors on

front of her face.
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INT. STEPHANIE’S SHOWER ROOM - LATER

Stephanie is taking a shower when her phone rings.

STEPHANIE

Hello? Oh Hi Baby, is everything

OK?

PAUL

(Sounding confused and

worried)

Your mother called me last night to

give me the terrible news. But how

do you feel? Did they hurt you? I

mean were you hurt? How could that

happened?

STEPHANIE

I’m fine Paul. There is no reason

to worry about. They took my purse

and they ran away, no harm done.

PAUL

I thought I lost you. When your

clothing was found on the street I

couldn’t help myself imagining the

worse. Are you free tonight? I have

something very important to ask you

about.

STEPHANIE

Nine O’clock as usual?

PAUL

See you tonight then, bye.

EXT. STEPHANIE’S APARTMENT BUILDING - NIGHT

A car stops and Paul emerges from the dark. Stephanie was

dressed in black. They kiss each other hug for a while.

PAUL

Ready for the "big night"?

STEPHANIE

(Surprised)

What night? You said it was just

dinner, right?

Paul smiles and open the car door to Stephanie. They both

get in the car and leave.
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INT. ITALIAN RESTAURANT - LATER - NIGHT

Thy have just finished dinner and Paul decides to propose a

toast

PAUL

Let’s have this drink to celebrate

the ninth anniversary of our first

date and to ask you Stephanie

Williams a very serious question...

Paul puts a knee in the floor and holds a small box in front

of Stephanie who didn’t expect it.

PAUL

Would you marry me?

Stephanie’s eyes show tears of joy.

STEPHANIE

(Apologetically)

I love you, Paul. Nothing could

make me happier than finally live

together with you as husband and

wife, but...

Paul sits back in his chair and holds Stephanie’s hands.

PAUL

What’s the matter baby?

STEPHANIE

There is a part of me not even I

could understand sometimes. Give me

some time to find those answers

first and I promise you that you’ll

have yours right from my heart.

PAUL

(Cheering Stephanie)

I’ve got a better idea. Let’s fly

to the Caribbean this weekend to

relax. Prices are cheap this season

and we could dive all we want.

How’s that sound to you?

STEPHANIE

It sounds perfect! You know how

much I love diving, let’s do it!
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INT. WILLIAMS HOUSE - NEXT DAY - MORNING

Stephanie is visiting her parents after the failed kidnap

attempt of a previous night. She brings good news.

Claire opens the door and receives her.

Professor Arthur is working in his private office.

They both take a seat in the sofa.

STEPHANIE

Paul proposed to me last night at a

restaurant in downtown...

CLAIRE

Finally! Better late than never!

STEPHANIE

Mom! We are happy the way we are

now but I thought you should know

about it... so! now you know.

CLAIRE

(Demanding an answer)

Wait a minute! I know what,

Stephanie? Did you finally say yes

to him? Do you have a date for the

wedding?

STEPHANIE

(Confuse with herself)

No! This is precisely what I meant

when I said... I said no!

CLAIRE

Stephanie, have you become insane

all of the sudden? Paul is a

wonderful man, you love him and he

loves you and respect you... for

how long now?

STEPHANIE

Nine years...

CLAIRE

Nine years! Would you tell your mom

what’s going on?

STEPHANIE

Nothing is going on, mom!

Everything! I thought you were the

only person I could explain it but

I was wrong. I guess I better go.

(CONTINUED)
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CLAIRE

Is about the nightmare and the damn

trial inside your dreams you told

me about in the car, Isn’t it?

STEPHANIE

That’s part of it, yes. Sometimes I

feel as if I were floating in a

dark chamber wondering for

centuries around dark passages

and endless walls... It’s as if

part of me belonged to a different

world. Do you see why I can risk

being involved in a different kind

of relationship?

Stephanie stands up and tries to explain her reasons to her

mom.

STEPHANIE

(Sounding a little desperate)

It will turn my life into a more

demanding level of personal

attention and a level of care that

I’m not prepare to offer yet!

CLAIRE

It’s called marriage, Stephanie!

Claire tries to gain her daughter’s trust and change her

approach in the conversation they are having

CLAIRE

Why haven’t you tell me before how

seriously were those images

impacting your personal life?

STEPHANIE

It’s become stronger since the day

I decided to accept the defense in

the case of "Twins versus the

State".

Arthur leaves his office and realizes that his daughter has

came to visit them. He gives her a kiss in her forehead.

ARTHUR

Stephanie! Why no one told me that

you were here? I would have come

out earlier to greet you.

(CONTINUED)
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CLAIRE

Stephanie and I were talking about

women matters of the heart.

ARTHUR

Oh I see! In that case I won’t

interrupt you two so I better go

back to my office and return when

you’re done...

STEPHANIE

Father! Please stay for a while...

I’d like to ask you a personal

question.

ARTHUR

Of course honey, what is it?

STEPHANIE

I’ve been having some weird dreams

of strange beings half man half

animals conducting a ritual... Does

any of this sounds familiar to you?

ARTHUR

You must be referring to the trial

of the afterlife. I must admit It’s

a very graphic display of

postmortem procedures not too far

from what we do today during an

autopsy. They used nothing but a

flint knife... A nasty thing! Why

you asked?

CLAIRE

Your daughter is having strange

episodes of "deja vue" in reference

to similar mortuary rituals lately.

ARTHUR

(To Stephanie; kidding)

I would say that you’ve been

reading the "Book of the Dead"

before going to bed!

STEPHANIE

You see that’s my point! I’ve never

had that book in my hands before.

I’m aware of the ritual in the same

way as many people are, but how

could I have such vivid memories of

every detail during the ceremony

when I’ve never been physically

present into any of them before?

(CONTINUED)
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The silence fills the room for endless seconds.

Stephanie knows that she won’t get an answer from her

parents either, so she decides instead to tell them about

her travel plans to the Caribbean.

STEPHANIE

(With a breath of relief)

Changing subjects, Paul and I

decided to fly this weekend down to

the Caribbean. We need some fresh

air to relax for a while. I’ll call

you before boarding the plane, OK?

CLAIRE

Have some fun, honey! You’ll see

that all those images that bother

you now will vanished after a you

swim in the warm waters of the

Caribbean sea... you’ll see!

Stephanie kisses both parents and leaves the house. When

Claire is alone with Arthur she looks at his eyes and

speaks.

CLAIRE

Arthur I think it’s time to call

your colleagues in Cairo and find

out what’s going on lately inside

the Pyramid. I can’t just accept

the idea that those disturbances in

Stephanie’s behavior are simply the

result of a pure coincidence.

Something or someone is messing up

with the past and we better be

prepared in advance to protect her.

ARTHUR

I think you’re right! I’ll call my

friend Charlie right away!

INT. TRAVEL OFFICE - MORNING - SAME DAY

Paul is sitting in front a travel agent making the

reservations for the trip they planned to the Caribbean.

The travel agent is an attractive woman in her forties

wearing modern glasses and a nicely tailored suit.

TRAVEL AGENT

So! You said you’re looking for a

good place to dive, is it correct,

Mr. Peterson?

(CONTINUED)
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PAUL

Correct! You could call me Paul

instead if you don’t mind of

course.

TRAVEL AGENT

Paul my name is Maria and I’ll make

sure you will have a wonderful

vacation. Let’s see what we’ve

got...

Maria is searching for a diving destination in the Caribbean

when she found one in the Bahamas.

TRAVEL AGENT

(Smiling to Paul)

I think I found what you’re looking

for in an island in the Bahamas,

would that be good for you... Paul?

PAUL

I sounds perfect!

TRAVEL AGENT

(Blinking an eye to Paul)

There is one resort available these

days and if you don’t mind, I could

reveal you an intriguing story

about it too.

Paul adopts a more comfortable posture in the chair he was

sitting in and responds to her offer with a smile in his

face.

PAUL

(Moving his hands in a sign of

approval)

Shoot!

TRAVEL AGENT

(Softly like a secret)

According to the legend, there is

still a hidden treasure inside of a

submarine cavern relatively close

to the motel. The locals have been

talking about it for decades but so

far they have only found a few

golden coins at the most. It’s

common knowledge that English

pirates used to ambush Spanish

vessels full of gold in those

waters. So! What do you think?

(CONTINUED)
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PAUL

(Smiling and like telling a

secret)

I tell you another secret... I’ve

already got my own treasure but I

have to admit that it sounds

appealing.

TRAVEL AGENT

(Intrigued while typing in the

computer)

Have you already found a treasure?

Where and when, Paul? If you don’t

mind me asking...

PAUL

(Smiling to Maria)

Nine years ago in a Halloween

party. Actually... She’s coming

with me in this trip.

TRAVEL AGENT

(Laughing)

Oh I see it! We’re talking about

your wife, aren’t we Paul?

PAUL

(Sounding a little

disappointed)

One day perhaps... I’m working hard

to make her say the "magic words"

though.

With a smile in her face

TRAVEL AGENT

We’re done! I’ll get you the papers

for a signature right away.

Maria stands up and moves to the printer but before she

opens its cover she looks back to Paul and speaks to him.

TRAVEL AGENT

I hope you find the answer you’ve

been waiting for. True treasures

are hard to find but I have a

feeling that you already got yours.

Thank you for using "Easy travel,

Inc."!

PAUL

The pleasure was all mine, Maria.

Oh! Thank you for the tip.

(CONTINUED)
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The travel agent gives the reservation to Paul and extend

her hand to Paul in a sign of courtesy.

Paul leaves the office and as he walks to the exit a man

standing not far from him makes a cell phone call.

EXT. CROSS THE STREET FROM TRAVEL OFFICE - LATER

Doctor Hess is sitting in the driver’s seat and he is

putting aside his cell phone. He has just received a call

from one of his men in charge to follow Paul.

Doctor Hess speaks to someone sit in the back of the car.

DOCTOR HESS

(Mixing English and German

words)

I’m going to change my plan, uncle.

They are flying to the Bahamas this

weekend. Your idea of kidnapping

the girl is too risky considering

the fact that she could display her

powers any moment she feels

threaten. I can’t jeopardize the

whole operation unless I’m

absolutely sure that it will work.

DOCTOR HESS’ UNCLE

(Speaking in German)

What do you have in mind, nephew?

DOCTOR HESS

According to my source, they

rented a sailing boat for a diving

trip. I’ve got an idea...

INT. WILLIAMS HOUSE - NEXT MORNING

Claire receives a phone call from Stephanie and Paul who are

about to board the plane that will take them to the Bahamas.

CLAIRE

Oh, Hi sweetie! Wait a minute, let

me call your dad...

Claire puts down the phone, covers the microphone with one

hand and lift her head up trying to call Arthur who has been

busy in a long distance call for the last hour.

(CONTINUED)
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CLAIRE

(To Arthur; shouting)

Arthur is Stephanie in the phone!

Come out here, hurry up!

Claire moves her head a little upset and puts her phone back

on her ears.

CLAIRE

(Apologizing for Arthur)

You have to forgive your dad but

when he falls in love with a book

only an earthquake above seven

points in the Richter Scale could

snap him out from his readings.

(Pause) I understand, don’t worried

I let him know! I wish you both a

happy trip! Bye!

Arthur comes out from his office in a hurry visibly

preoccupied by an unexpected event.

ARTHUR

Claire! You’re right! Someone is

messing up with the past and people

are dying!

CLAIRE

Calm down, Arthur! Calm down!

What’s wrong?

ARTHUR

(Visibly nervous)

Our friend Charlie...? He’s been

stabbed to death! Remember

professor Sean Harrison from Cairo?

He’s been placed under a witness

protection program... I haven’t

been able to talk to him since he

is presently in an undisclosed

location and unable to communicate

with the rest of the world. Rahim!

Remember him?

CLAIRE

I think so...yes. The

Egyptian professor of archeology,

right?

ARTHUR

Right! He is asking me to go back

to Cairo as soon as I can. He

refused to make any comments on the

(MORE)

(CONTINUED)
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ARTHUR (cont’d)
death of the others but he said

that my family may be in danger

too. He also said that he has a

valuable information concerning

Stephanie.

CLAIRE

Arthur I just spoke to Stephanie,

she is flying to the Bahamas as we

speak... Should we warn them both

about this?

Arthur remains in silence for a moment and moves his hand

along his graying beard before answering the question.

ARTHUR

I don’t think so! She’s been under

a great deal of stress lately and a

couple of days in a remote corner

of the Caribbean is perhaps the

safest place for her to stay. I

think we should tell her about this

when they come back from their

"Weekend get way".

CLAIRE

(Agreeing with her head)

I guess you’re right. Oh, I almost

forgot to ask you! How was your

last day of class at the

university?

ARTHUR

(Much more relaxed)

I guess it was a very productive

day after all. One of my students

asked me a question and as I was

looking at him, it remained me

professor Sean Harrison when we

were about his age sitting in the

same class a very long time ago. A

brilliant scientist full with

doubts and prejudices between the

concepts of right and wrong...

CLAIRE

I think we all suffer from the same

"flu" from time to time, Don’t you

think?

(CONTINUED)
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ARTHUR

I guess you’re right. We just have

to keep the fever low or it will

impaired our judgments and the

ability to keep our minds open to

the unknown. I fail to understand

Why would they keep him in

isolation and what’s the connection

between those killings and the

experiment that day...

CLAIRE

I guess we’ll have to wait until we

know more about who’s behind it and

what’s even more important... Why?

INT. INSIDE THE PLANE - OVER THE OCEAN - MORNING

Stephanie fell asleep and she is having a nightmare when

Paul wakes her up softly.

PAUL

(Trying to wake her up)

Stephanie, baby! Wake up, please!

STEPHANIE

(Terrorized and looking right

and left)

What? Where am I?

Stephanie slowly regains consciousness of her presence

inside a plane and in the company of Paul.

STEPHANIE

(Disappointed)

I’ve had another nightmare again,

haven’t I?

PAUL

I suppose so. It happens to

everyone once in a while, there is

no reasons to worry about.

STEPHANIE

It’s happening more often to me

than ever before. I remember having

nightmares when I was a child but

they were sporadic; this time is

different. I can feel it.

(CONTINUED)
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PAUL

What do you mean by different?

Nightmares are what they are... The

result of an indigestion or mental

exhaustion. I don’t know about the

first one but I’m convinced that

you have been lately under a great

deal of pressure. It’s only

logical.

STEPHANIE

Paul, I’m seeing images of places

and ceremonies entirely unknown to

me and I can see it in my dreams as

if I was a living witness in each

and everyone of them.

PAUL

What were you dreaming of when I

woke you up?

STEPHANIE

There was a dance... A woman was

wearing a weird musical instrument

and a snake were dancing in front

of her...

PAUL

(Trying to calm her)

What was that instrument looking

like in your dreams? Remember what

Sigmund Freud used to say?

"Sometimes a cigar is just a

cigar..."

STEPHANIE

It resembled a "Y" letter. As she

was playing it against the other

hand a "clank" sound was filling

the room.

PAUL

I’ve seen that instrument before.

It’s called a "Sistrum" and it’s

still used in some theatrical plays

and old Egyptian operas. It was

thought to induce euphoria among

the dancers and the audience during

their performance.

STEPHANIE

Paul, I’ve never been to an

Egyptian opera before and this is

(MORE)

(CONTINUED)
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STEPHANIE (cont’d)
the first time in my life I heard

of it. Don’t you find it strange to

say the least?

Paul makes a hand signal to one of the plane’s stewardess

who reacts promptly to his call.

PAUL

(Inquiring; to Stephanie)

Baby, would you like something to

drink?

STEPHANIE

I think I need a real drink.

STEWARDESS

Whiskey or Vodka? We also have rum

and wine if you prefer better?

PAUL

Two whiskeys on ice, please!

Stephanie agrees with a head movement and puts her head in

Paul’s shoulders.

STEPHANIE

(Smiling to Paul)

I can’t wait to feel the tropical

warmth and its sea breeze snapping

on my face.

PAUL

(Checking his watch)

In less than an hour now you’ll see

all your wishes come true.

STEPHANIE

Paul, could I ask you a favor?

PAUL

Of course honey, what is it?

STEPHANIE

If I fell sleep would you wake me

up, please?

Paul remains in silence and holds Stephanie’s hands as a

sign of support.
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EXT. CARIBBEAN MOTEL - MARINA - MORNING

In a beautiful morning under a perfect blue sky Stephanie

and Paul are ready to sail with a boat they rented the very

morning after their arrival.

They are carrying their diving equipment along with one day

supply of food and water.

PAUL

(Relaxing)

I’m so glad that after so many

delays we could finally make it.

STEPHANIE

(Joyful)

I’m eager to explore the famous

cavern they said it was used by

English pirates to hide their

treasures. Do you believed those

guys by the Bar?

PAUL

(Smiling at Stephanie)

That’s part of the hook to attract

divers to this particular resort,

no I don’t. I do believe though

that the real treasure comes from

the beauty of these waters and the

wide variety of their submarine

life.

STEPHANIE

You’re sounding a little too

romantic this morning I wonder if

that has something to do with last

night...

Paul looks at Stephanie and smiles while carrying the last

supplies into the boat.

They untie the knots that kept the boat secured to the pier

and set sail toward the horizon.

As Paul navigates Stephanie checks on a map with the help of

a compass. The breeze is strong enough to keep the boat at

maximum speed.
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EXT. CARIBBEAN MOTEL - MARINA - LATER

Under the supervision of Doctor Hess his men are carrying

one container on board preparing their craft with an

entirely different purpose.

DOCTOR HESS

(To a crewman)

Are we still tracking them with

G.P.S.?

CREWMAN

Yes, Sr!

Doctor Hess looks to the horizon with his binocular

TIME CUT: TIMES ELAPSES INTO A CLOUDY AFTERNOON

EXT. OFF THE COAST IN THE BAHAMAS - AFTERNOON

The afternoon arrived quickly so they decided to make a last

attempt to dive inside an underwater cavern while the sun

was still over the horizon.

STEPHANIE

(Pointing to a direction)

Paul that most be the cavern they

mentioned in the restaurant. Could

you imagine if we find the "lost

treasure" ourselves?

PAUL

(Cautiously)

OK honey, but let’s keep the eye on

the watch! It’s getting cloudy and

it will be dark very soon.

STEPHANIE

I go first!

Paul watched as Stephanie submerged in the dark blue water

and he followed right behind her.

A propelled raft approaches Paul and Stephanie’s diving zone

and begins to throw chunks of fish and blood onto the water,

then it leaves as soon as it appeared.

As they were exploring the cavern a huge shark appeared in

front of both. Paul uses his hands to show Stephanie the

direction toward the surface.

(CONTINUED)
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Paul decides to swim his way back to the surface however

Stephanie is dominated by her fear and following an

inherited instinct, she swims back to the cavern to find

protection inside its walls.

Paul spots the shark making circles around their boat so he

decides to call for help on his radio and wait for Stephanie

to return.

FOUR DIVERS submerge themselves in black dark waters

The DIVERS begin to speak more often in Spanish among them

almost in secret. Paul hardly hears them but he could see

the expression in their eyes at the same time they are

trying to avoid direct contact with his.

DIVER

I hate to tell you this, Paul but I

don’t see what else could be done

at this point. A storm is

approaching fast and we all must go

back, including you. It’s not safe

here.

PAUL

I understand. You’re right. Let’s

go back then. I want to thank you

all for your help. I appreciate it.

DIVER

We’re deeply sorry for your lost.

INT. PAUL’S MOTEL ROOM - DAWN

Paul is back to his room at the motel. He begins to drink

until he falls asleep.

The phone rings. Paul realizes that he’s been asleep in the

sofa for almost five hours straight.

PAUL

(Drained by the sadness)

Hello?

CLAIRE

(Speaking in a rush)

Paul is me, Stephanie’s mom. My

husband Arthur and I are catching a

plane Miami-Nassau as we speak.

Wait for us at the airport in two

hours, please. I know it will sound

crazy but we have reasons to

(MORE)

(CONTINUED)
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CLAIRE (cont’d)
believe that Stephanie is still

alive. I’ll explain everything to

you in the motel when we arrive.

PAUL

( Visibly confused)

What... alive? No it can’t be

possible. I saw her going down...

The phone hangs up in the other end. Paul shows a big deal

of confusion in the expression of his face.

He keeps moving from one side to the opposite side of the

hall. Paul finds speaking to himself in front of a bathroom

mirror while he washes his face with cold water.

PAUL

(Thinking in laud voice)

"How could she be still alive?" "No

one could survive that long under

water." "I probably heard wrong...

too much liquor from last night

drinking".

He moves a towel across his face. Then the room’s phone

rings again.

Paul slowly picks it up and one hotel employee asks Paul if

he knows someone with the name Rick. Paul reacts immediately

to the voice in the phone.

PAUL

Yes! Send him to my room, please!

After a short hug and kind words of support Rick asks Paul

to sit down in the sofa and listen to what he has to say.

RICK

(Highly excited)

The day after you left to the

Bahamas I received a phone call

from a police detective handling

Stephanie’s street incident the

other night... His name is CLARK.

Anyway! He was absolutely convinced

that Stephanie was a victim of an

international conspiracy...

Paul interrupts Rick’s comment.

(CONTINUED)
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PAUL

Rick! What are you talking about?

That detective... Clark! or

whatever his name was, must be

wrong. Those who attacked Stephanie

the very night I proposed her were

street punks! Nothing else!

Rick moves his head from left to right in complete

opposition.

RICK

They were paid to scare Stephanie,

Paul!

Paul’s face exhibits sudden surprise and confusion.

PAUL

Did you just said paid? By whom?

Who could be interested in having

Stephanie killed?

RICK

Not killed, Paul! Just scared! And

that’s not the end of the story.

Except for one, the rest of the

gang was killed the same day. The

"lucky one" escaped the massacre

hiding in the roof.

Rick walks slowly around the sofa where Paul is sit. Ricks

tries to put some order to his thoughts.

RICK

CLARK told me the whole story. They

were drinking and watching a

football game in TV when three men

dressed in black (speaking in

German) broke into the room and

began to open fire using silencer

pistols. A fortunate one had gone

for a beer seconds earlier and that

saved his life. Afraid of being

killed he called the police for

help and made a deal.

PAUL

(Visibly confused)

I don’t know what to think anymore.

You won’t believe this. One hour

ago Claire... You know Stephanie’s

mom and his dad Professor Arthur

spoke to me on the phone. They are

(MORE)

(CONTINUED)
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PAUL (cont’d)
in their way here and both claim to

have reasons to believe that

Stephanie may still be alive.

Paul nervously walks in circles while speaks

PAUL

Rick I saw her swimming down into

the cavern! I was there until the

last remaining air ran out! I’ve

got her diving suit, her mask.

She’s gone, Rick! Gone!

RICK

Calm down, Paul! Calm down! How

could they possibly know anything?

Are you sure about that?

After a short pause

PAUL

I’m not sure about anything

anymore! Look, Rick! I must go to

the airport to pick them up around

6 A.M. Would you come with me,

please?

RICK

Sure!

INT. A RENTED CAR - DAWN

Paul drives with Rick to the airport under a heavy rain to

pick up Stephanie’s parents. Rick is at the wheel. The sound

of the windshield wipers fills the background.

RICK

Paul(after short pause) Do you

still remember the Halloween party

the night you and Stephanie got

together for the first time?

Rick was trying to cheer Paul and bring him back from his

meditations.

PAUL

(Visibly sad)

How could I forget? People looked

at me for sometime after that as if

I was some kind of a pervert or a

weirdo. Turning the light at the

(MORE)

(CONTINUED)
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PAUL (cont’d)
end of the dance wasn’t exactly the

best idea either, I can’t see that.

RICK

What happen that night Paul? I mean

the lights were off for just five

seconds and Stephanie appeared

completely naked in the opposite

side of the dancing ball...

PAUL

What do you mean, Rick?

RICK

I’ve been compelled to ask you this

many times before but... Look

forget it! It’s not important right

now.

PAUL

(Upset with Rick)

Come on, ask me Rick! You’re my

best friend for God sake! What is

it that after more than nine years

you’re still trying to ask me

about?

Rick looks at Paul’s eyes and decides finally to ask.

RICK

(Demanding)

OK! How did you guys do it that

night, Paul? I mean... I’ve been

there many times after the dance.

I’ve measured the distance from

that curtain in relation to where

you guys were dancing. I even

convinced Betty to repeat what she

did. You know what? Nothing! The

dancing floor was packed with

couples and there is no way,

absolutely no way, Paul! She could

have jumped forty feet over our own

heads in just five seconds! Can you

simply answer this question to me?

...Your best friend? ...Hello!

Paul was trying to spot the sign of "arrivals" through the

rain falling on top of the windshield.

(CONTINUED)
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PAUL

(Pointing with his finger at

one direction)

You just missed the turn! It’s that

big building to your right. I see

them. Let’s talk in the motel, OK?

RICK

(Quietly with resignation)

I knew you didn’t have one either.

Paul smiles for the first time after the ordeal.

INT. AN ILLUMINATED ROOM WITH NO WINDOWS

Stephanie is chained to a chair with a tape on her mouth.

She is wearing a long man t-shirt with naked feet.

The sound of a metallic lock signals that someone will open

the door.

Doctor Hess walks into the room as Stephanie slowly

incorporate his face trying to distinguish the man standing

in front of her.

Doctor Hess removes the tape from her mouth and moves closer

to her.

DOCTOR HESS

Are you comfortable doctor

Williams?

STEPHANIE

Who are you? What do you want from

me?

Doctor Hess moves a chair standing nearby and sits in front

of her.

DOCTOR HESS

(Ironically)

I saw you in court the other day

counselor. You really touched my

heart. Did you know that I’ve been

looking for what you represent ever

since I was born? Life is ironic,

is it, Stephanie?. Do you really

want to know who I am? I’m a man

carrying a special subpoena for

you, but I’m also a messenger with

very bad news too...
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STEPHANIE

Oh, yeah! What message is that?

Doctor Hess moves toward the door and turns around.

DOCTOR HESS

(Ironically)

Your two-thousand year-old parole

has been unanimously revoked!

Before he leaves the room he had one more thing to say to

Stephanie.

DOCTOR HESS

Your powers are very impressive...

Oh yes! I know everything about

them, question is: Have anyone told

you where they come from,

Stephanie?

Stephanie denies with a brief movement of her head

DOCTOR HESS

Don’t worry! I’ll make sure your

mother will, next time we meet.

He slammed the door behind him.

INT. BACK IN THE MOTEL - SUNRISE

Paul and Rick enter into Paul’s motel room carrying two

small luggage from the Williams.

Claire hugs Paul and Arthur puts his arm over Paul’s

shoulder.

Arthur shows Paul the way to the sofa and they all sit

around Paul.

CLAIRE

Paul we have good reasons to

believe that Stephanie is still

alive. But our reasons are like

nothing you could possibly accept

and that’s why we decided to wait

until we arrived from the airport

to explain it all to you in

details.

Claire moves closer to Paul and puts one hand on top of

Paul’s, who is still under the effects of the alcohol.
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CLAIRE

(Softly)

I think it’s time we reveal to you

an old secret. (Pause) Stephanie is

not our child. She doesn’t know it

we never told her and it is

imperative we keep it that way! I

raised her...

Claire looks at Arthur and corrects her words

CLAIRE

We raised her as our own daughter

but the truth is that she wasn’t

so.

PAUL

(Upset; to Claire)

Hold on! I saw the tape Professor

Arthur shot in the hospital the day

Stephanie was born. I saw you

giving birth a baby in the tapes!

Are you saying those tapes were

fake? Who was that baby on those

tapes then?

Claire stands up from the chair and continues under the

surprise of both Paul and Rick..

CLAIRE

(Quietly)

Those videos were not fake, Paul.

They were real and the baby you saw

on those tapes was in fact

Stephanie.

PAUL

(Visibly upset)

Look! I know I’m under a severe

stress right now. I confess my mind

is filled with alcohol and images

of a shark going after the only

woman I’ve loved in my life.

Paul turns his attention to Rick for help.

PAUL

Am I missing something here?

Nothing you’ve said makes any sense

to me!
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RICK

(Trying to calm down Paul)

Paul! Please! Would you let Miss.

Williams finish her story? We are

all a little bit confused here...

Including me.

CLAIRE

I know you both are. Give me some

time and you’ll understand it.

FLASHBACK: CAIRO - 1984

CLAIRE (V.O.)

Twenty-six years ago (due to health

complications)I had to go through a

surgical procedure that prevented

me from ever having a baby. I fell

into a deep depression and sadness.

My husband Arthur was teaching part

time at a University in Cairo in

those years so he decided to take

me to Egypt hoping I could put some

of those bad memories behind. He

knew that I was a fan of Egyptian

mythology and that such a trip

could positively change my mental

condition. He was right. The moment

I arrived to Cairo I became a

different person. One day, in the

lobby of the hotel where we were

logged, Arthur met a colleague of

his; an old classmate from Oxford’s

University. He was involved in some

kind of experiment that was taking

place inside the Pyramid of Giza.

Claire turns for help to Arthur who continues the story.

ARTHUR

My friend Charlie was collaborating

with a team of German

archeologists, one Egyptian, and an

Irish American Professor called

Sean Harrison along with two other

Japanese physicists also part of

the team.

RICK

(Doubting)

You said physicists not

archeologists. Is it right,

Professor?
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ARTHUR

That’s right! They designed the

blueprints of a special device they

often called it the "Trial Lamp".

FLASHBACK: INSIDE AN EGYPTIAN PYRAMID

ARTHUR (V.O.)

The Egyptian pyramids are more than

just the final resting place for

pharaohs and mummies. Our knowledge

is very limited to say the lest.

The failure to determine the

methods used to build them and the

source of illumination employed

back then to facilitate the

carvings in their walls are just a

vivid example of how little we know

about those secrets.

Claire intervenes in the conversation they were having. She

places one hand on top of Arthur’s hand.

Claire is trying to focus Arthur in the issue they’re trying

to reveal to Paul.

CLAIRE (V.O.)

I remember that day as clearly in

my mind as if it was today. We

descended about hundred feet with

the equipment across tunnels and

hidden passages until we reached

the "Chamber of the Death."

Paul looks first at Claire then to Arthur and finally looks

at Rick and both showed a sign of Incredulity

PAUL

(Confused)

I’m sorry but I don’t see the

connection between all this and

Stephanie’s disappearance or even

her birth for that matter !

ARTHUR

Paul is right. Let’s go straight to

the point.

FLASHBACK: INSIDE THE CHAMBER OF THE DEATH

ARTHUR (V.O.)

As one member of the team began the

installation of the special lamp,

(MORE)
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ARTHUR (V.O.) (cont’d)
my friend Charlie was prepared to

pronounce the passwords. All of a

sudden we all began to see shadows

on the walls. The only flame coming

from the Trial Lamp was pretty

stable, so there was no reason for

those shadows to be there. Then all

of the sudden we heard Claire

screaming. As she faded on top of

the Lamp we found ourselves in the

dark. We turned the flashlights on

and saw her lying in the floor

beside a broken lamp. By the time

we regain control of the situation

the shadows were already gone. She

was carried up with the help of the

others. The day after the incident

we decided to leave Egypt and

return home to England. We would

have forgotten the incident if it

hasn’t been for one small detail:

Claire became pregnant and she

wasn’t supposed to.

CLAIRE

Eight and a half months later

Stephanie was born. She was a

beautiful girl but she was not an

ordinary one.

Claire looks at Arthur who agrees with his head.

CLAIRE

Stephanie was born with especial

powers beyond our comprehension. As

any normal baby she used to have

nightmares that made her cry in the

middle of the night. I remember

than in more than one occasion I

tried to pull her from her crib

with the room still in the dark and

I couldn’t find her. My first

thought was that she had fallen to

the floor so I jumped to turn on

the lights. To my own surprise

Stephanie was back in her crib

completely naked".

ARTHUR

I thought Claire was the only

mother afraid of losing her baby

inside its own crib!
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RICK

That’s damn funny!

Rick looks at Paul who seemed seriously upset and corrects

himself.

RICK

No it wasn’t!

FLASHBACK: WILLIAMS’ HOUSE -GARDEN - AFTERNOON

CLAIRE (V.O.)

"One afternoon, when Stephanie was

barely six years old, I watched her

playing on the garden. For unknown

reasons the neighbor’s dog (a big

German Sheppard) jumped over the

fence and into our yard where

Stephanie was playing with some

dolls. The stunning scene just

played out right in front of my

sight. Stephanie ran away and

virtually disappeared across the

wall. Arthur and I only found her

small short and t-shirt spread out

in the grass. With no signs from

Stephanie we decided to call the

police who searched for her until

late that night. They considered

her to be a victim of abduction

when next morning she suddenly

appeared naked in front of the

porch door. She was unharmed and

untouched. The answer to that day’s

mystery became a well kept secret

among us three for the last

twenty-five years...

RICK

(Intrigued)

What secret?

CLAIRE

Stephanie had the powers of an

ancient Egyptian Goddess: "The

Goddess of the night". She had the

powers to melt with the dark and

escape danger returning back to

life only with the help of light.

RICK

(Excited)

I knew it! That explains the

Halloween party’s trick!
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PAUL

(Upset with Rick)

Rick! Listen to you man! How could

you believe this crap? I’m sorry

but this is too much! Claire... We

are talking mommies here for God

sake!

ARTHUR

Neither human mommies nor pharaohs

would have been granted an

exception during their trials! Only

legitimate gods were entitled to

"legal compensations" after a

mistrial! This is what I know best,

Paul. I’ve dedicated my entire life

to study their ancient cults and

rituals. We’re not asking you to

believe if you can’t, I’m only

asking you to open your mind if you

really want to find Stephanie

alive. Could we count on you?

PAUL

(Apologetically )

I’m sorry! I sincerely apologize

for my previous remarks,

professor... Proceed, please!

ARTHUR

It’s OK. I guess we all need a

drink.

PAUL

I get you one professor. Whiskey on

ice?

Arthur accepts the offer with a movement of the head.

SERIES OF SHOTS:

a) Two divers bring aboard a naked Stephanie

b) Doctor Hess covers her body with a blanket and offers her

a cup of tea

c) A nurse injects Stephanie with a sedative inside her

quarters

ARTHUR (V.O.)

Oh yes! Stephanie is alive and

whoever is behind it, knew exactly

what to do. They probably waited

(MORE)
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ARTHUR (V.O.) (cont’d)
until you called off the rescue to

go back to the cavern with a

powerful light source bringing her

back to a material existence.

A silence followed Arthur’s words only broke out by a new

question.

RICK

Professor Williams, a moment

ago in your conversation with

Paul you mentioned the word

"compensation"? Could you be

more specific? Compensating

who for what?

Arthur stands up from the chair, reaches to the drink Paul

just prepared for him and moves to the balcony.

He opens the window and puts a cigar in his mouth.

The bright light from the rising Sun tints his face like

blood on the skin.

ANIMATION: THE TRIAL OF THE AFTERLIFE

ARTHUR (V.O.)

These are Pagan but highly

spiritual people, Rick. According

to ancient Egyptian mythology every

time a god or goddess died they

were entitled to a Trial. In

ancient Egypt there were more than

two-thousand Gods and they

were without exceptions-

considered all mortal. They were

born they had children and died

just like us. Every time a God died

a trial was set to be conducted to

evaluate if he or she was worthy of

the afterlife. The God’s heart was

cut off from his chest and weight

against a feather in a balance. If

the heart was lighter than a

feather, then his or her spirit

(called BA) was worthy to continue

his or her existence in the

afterlife and eventually back to

the physical world.
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CLAIRE

Paul after years of research we

understood the reasons why

Stephanie didn’t die two-thousand

years ago as every other mortal

Goddess would. Stephanie was not

the Goddess being subpoena during

the trial... her mother was.

FLASHBACK: INSIDE THE CHAMBER OF DEATH

SFX: The sound of a baby crying in the background

CLAIRE V.O.

The Goddess of the Night was

carrying a baby when she died and

that baby was our Stephanie.

A complete silence reigned in the room as Claire continues

with the story.

CLAIRE

By mistake during the Trial, a

small heart was taken from a living

divine creature. A sacrilege of

that nature would imply immediate

restitution from those gods

conducting the Trial.

PAUL

You mean... She was allowed to

return to the physical world in a

human form? Is this what you are

trying to say?

CLAIRE

Exactly! We’ve been blessed with

her presence ever since she was

born and now she’s been kidnapped

by a bunch of crazy fanatics to

participate in a very dangerous

ritual.

PAUL

Do you both know who is behind all

this and what they want from her?

ARTHUR

We have a clue however we are not

clear about his intentions yet.

I’ve been in direct contact with

one of my colleagues in Cairo for

the past twenty-four hours. He

(MORE)
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ARTHUR (cont’d)
claims to have some information and

it appears to look more and more an

international conspiracy. I’ll

explain it to you in details when

we arrive.

CLAIRE

Paul we have made reservation for a

fly to Cairo from Miami early

tomorrow morning. Look (Pause) you

are free to stay here and continue

with the recovery operation, you

don’t have to...

Paul interrupts Claire and reacts.

PAUL

I’m going with you! Meet me in the

lobby in twenty minutes.

Paul looks at Stephanie’s luggage on top of the bed and

turns around to Claire.

PAUL

If you don’t mind I’ll make the

necessary arrangements to have

Stephanie’s things delivery to your

place if it’s not much to ask.

CLAIRE

We are glad we can count on you!

Paul looks at his friend Rick. Rick smiles and moves

affirmatively his head and says.

RICK

I’m going too!

PAUL

Let’s go!

EXT. CAIRO - EARLY MORNING

SERIES OF SHOTS:

a) A Boeing 747 lands in Cairo’s airport

b) People arriving in the terminal

c) The group exit the airport’s terminal and keep looking

for a taxi.
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TAXI DRIVER

(Almost shouting because of

the noise)

Welcome to Egypt! Do you need a

ride, Sr.?

ARTHUR

Yes! I’d like you to take us

straight to the Pyramid of Giza,

would that be good for you?

TAXI DRIVER

Splendid! The distance is thirty

three kilometers and with luck will

be there withing an hour.

ARTHUR

No rush! This is the first time in

Cairo for my friends and I want

them to enjoy the view, do you

understand it?

TAXI DRIVER

Don’t worry, Sr.! This taxi is at

your service for the rest of the

day if you need it. For a small

extra fee I could serve as a tour

guide too...

ARTHUR

That won’t be necessary! I think I

could offer that service myself.

But thank you anyway!

TAXI DRIVER

You’re welcome!

With the help of the taxi driver, they finish placing their

light luggage in the trunk of the old minivan and board the

vehicle that will take them to the Pyramid of Giza.

INT. DOCTOR HESS’ OFFICE IN CAIRO -DAY

Two men are sitting inside a room characterized by early

Egyptian style architecture.

The room was hardly illuminated and filled with cigarette

smoke. The noise of cars and people speaking in native

language fills in the background.
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DOCTOR HESS

(Speaking part in German)

You asked to see me, Uncle?

The second man was much older than Doctor Hess and he was

smoking a pipe.

DOCTOR HESS’ UNCLE

(Back to English )

I heard you found "our girl",

congratulations! Have you made the

necessary arrangements with our

contact inside the Egyptian

Interior Ministry?

Doctor Hess looks at his cigarette and smiles.

DOCTOR HESS

No need to worry! I have everything

under control, uncle. The Chamber

will be ready when we need it.

DOCTOR HESS’ UNCLE

(Sounding worried)

My sources told me that Stephanie’s

parents are on their way to Cairo

to meet with an "old friend". Tell

me nephew, what makes you sure that

you’ll be able to get those codes?

My informant is certain that Arthur

is in possession of them but I

don’t really trust him.

DOCTOR HESS

(Speaking part in German)

Leave him to me uncle. When the

moment comes he will have no choice

but to comply with my request. I

know...

A smile follows Dr. Hess’ words. He stands up, puts his hand

on his uncle’s shoulders and leaves the room.

EXT. PYRAMID OF GIZA - MORNING

Stephanie’s parents, Paul and Rick arrive in a taxi and

start looking for the Tour guide among the people coming out

of the pyramid.

Arthur recognizes PROFESSOR RAHIM from the distance and

tries to grab his attention by waving his right arm.
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Professor Rahim, 58 an Egyptian archeologist and dean at a

university in Cairo was given a special tour to a former

group of his students.

He recognizes Arthur from the distance and looks

disappointed for a brief moment but then smiles and walks to

meet his companions.

ARTHUR

It’s very good to see you, my

friend!

Turning to the others

ARTHUR

Rahim, my friend, please allow me

to introduce you to my son-in-law,

Paul and his best friend, Rick. You

already know my wife Claire.

RAHIM

It’s been twenty-six years since

the last day we met and you haven’t

changed much, Miss Claire. Welcome

you all to Egypt!

Claire bows to Rahim as a sign of respect. Rahim turns to

Arthur with a proposition.

RAHIM

Arthur, We need to talk. Why don’t

you come alone with me to my office

so we talk in private about it...

Arthur turned to Claire and makes a suggestion.

ARTHUR

Honey please take Paul and Rick and

wait for me at the hotel, I’ve got

something to do.I’ll see you all at

the hotel in a couple of hours, OK?

Claire briefly looks at Professor Rahim and catch the moment

he avoid her eyes.

CLAIRE

Don’t you worry about us! You take

care, OK?

ARTHUR

I’ll see you later then!

FLASHBACK: INSIDE THE CHAMBER OF THE DEATH
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Stephanie is having the same nightmare she had before in the

courthouse.

She is laid down on top of a polished stone and surrounded

by the same figures.

Anubis, the one with a jackal head, raises an ancient

Egyptian flint knife and is about to stab Stephanie’s heart

when she wakes up trembling of fear.

INT. AN ILLUMINATED ROOM WITH NO WINDOWS

The same sound of a metallic lock as someone opens it.

Doctor Hess grabs a chair and sits in front of Stephanie who

looks tired and drugged.

He realizes that an untouched plate with food is sitting on

top of a table nearby.

DOCTOR HESS

Your parents arrived in Cairo this

morning.

Stephanie looks around and repeats confused and distracted

STEPHANIE

(Tired and confused)

Cairo? Am I in Cairo? Why am I

here? You haven’t told me what you

want from me. Is it money?

DOCTOR HESS

Money can’t buy what your life

can offer to me, Stephanie!

There is no price! There is no

amount of money in the entire

world that could buy what you

carry inside your chest by

birth and I’m going to cash it

very soon.

Stephanie’s eyes shows a terrible fear.

DOCTOR HESS

(Sentencing)

Tomorrow night you will stand Trial

in a completely different kind of

court and you will die. Remember

your final words at the courthouse

that night? I hope you do because

you’re about to take part in a

(MORE)
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DOCTOR HESS (cont’d)
ritual no human has ever witnessed

in the last two-thousand years.

Doctor Hess moves to the door and smiles

DOCTOR HESS

(To Stephanie; ironically )

I didn’t think you’re going to make

it to the afterlife anyways. I

suggest you better get ready for

tomorrow night.In your honor,I have

prepared a beautiful dress worthy

for the occasion and you, Stephanie

will look like a real goddess!

Doctor Hess slammed the door closed behind him

INT. THE PEARL OF THE NILE HOTEL - AFTERNOON

Claire, Paul and Rick arrive to the hotel’s reception.

The hotel RECEPTIONIST diligently welcome them and handles

the room keys to them.

He makes the gesture of recalling something.

RECEPTIONIST

Oh! I almost forgot it! Someone is

expecting you at the bar’s terrace.

He said he brings very important

information to all of you.

The splendid terrace looks over part of the old city.

A man is sitting in one of the tables looking at documents

carried inside his portfolio. As soon as he realizes the

presence of the trio he stands up and introduces himself to

them.

CLARK

(Speaking to Claire)

My name is Clark Owens and I’m in

charge of the investigation back

home in the case of Stephanie’s

disappearance.

CLAIRE

(Showing courtesy)

This is Paul -Stephanie’s fiance,

Rick -a friend of the family and

I’m Claire -Stephanie’s mom.
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CLARK

(Seemingly in a rush)

My pleasure! But, please take a

sit!

They order some drinks while detective Clark search for

documents inside his portfolio.

SERIES OF SHOTS:

a) Uniformed S.S. soldiers excavating outside a pyramid.

b) A teenager dressed as a "Hitler-jugend" is aprehended by

American soldiers during WWII.

c) A man wearing rimless glasses among an archeological

team.

CLARK (V.O.)

Where to start... In 1944 a

selected team of army engineer

from Himmler S.S. forces

traveled across the planet

looking for ancient artifacts.

A small group also visited

Egypt in the hope of finding

traces of the Aryan Race with

pure propagandist purposes.

Inside that group there was a

young volunteer from a youth

organization known as

"Hitler-jugend", barely a

teenager in those days Hoffman

Hess decided to become an

archeologist. To make the long

story short this man was later

on apprehended by the

Americans and sent back to

Germany after a short prison

term. Hoffman was one of the

team members the day you and

professor Williams visited the

Chamber in 1984...

Clark shows Claire an old photograph. She shows signs of

remembering the man.

CLAIRE

I think I know this man... Yes, I

do remember him! He always kept to

himself during the experiment;

never spoke too much the entire

time we were there. But please

(MORE)
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CLAIRE (cont’d)
detective, continue with your

report.

CLARK

Hoffman has a nephew involved in

arm dealings and illegal drugs

trafficking. His activities extend

from South America to the Middle

East. Our intelligence people keep

an extensive file of his illegal

activities but since he is not a

British citizen, there is very

little they can do to put this guy

away. We know both of them are here

in Cairo and we have solid proofs

that link Doctor Hess, Hoffman’s

nephew to Stephanie’s kidnapping.

Detective Clark pulls a photograph and show it to Paul.

CLARK

He’s luxurious yacht was spotted

near the motel the same day

Stephanie disappeared. We have

under custody a witness of his

involving the night your daughter

was attacked in the street.

Clark looks at Paul who can’t remember any details about the

boat in question.

PAUL

(Disappointed)

I’m sorry, Clark. There was a great

deal of boats and sailing vessels

near the area that day. We spent

most of the time diving under

water... I can’t help you

identifying the yacht from a

photograph.

CLARK

That’s not a problem Paul. We have

witnesses that testified Doctor

Hess’ presence in the island.

Clark moves to another document and places it on top of the

others.

CLARK

(To Claire, softly)

Claire, these documents are

photocopies of the same entry book

(MORE)
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CLARK (cont’d)
placed in the entrance to the

Pyramid of Giza the very morning

the experiment took place.

According to Egyptian records,

there was one British and also one

American archeologist officially

registered to participate in it.

One was Professor Charles Collins

and the second one was Professor

Sean Harrison. Do you remember both

men?

CLAIRE

Of course! They’ve always been very

good friends of my husband... Why?

CLARK

(Looking at each of them

before speaking again)

As you may know, The two Japanese

scientists who designed the "Lamp"

were deadly poisoned, Professor

Collins was murdered in his home

six month ago and as for professor

Harrison, we keep him in a secured

location ever since to protect his

live. We believe his life could be

in danger after the first two

assassinations took place.

PAUL

But why? Why have they been

threaten to the point of being

killed in such horrible ways?

CLARK

There’s much more of this riddle

than the eye can see. Paul, all of

the members of that team, without

exceptions have been conveniently

eliminated to conceal a secret

source of supernatural powers.

RICK

What powers, Clark? Is this another

Egyptian curse like the one

surrounding the tomb of "Tut"?

CLARK

No at all Rick! It was not a curse

what killed them but the hand of a

rich and powerful man with

(MORE)
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CLARK (cont’d)
unlimited resources and political

influence.

FLASHBACK: VATICAN CITY. CONCERNED PRIESTS ARGUING AMONG

EACH OTHER.

CLARK (V.O.)

Oh! One last thing! Our sources

inside Vatican City are in high

alert. High rank officials very

close to the Pop are alarmed with

rumors concerning the arrival of

the Anti Christ. Claire, we believe

Stephanie is the key of the fear

among the clergy. They are blaming

her for the arrival of a satanic

entity with the full powers of a

God.

Calling the waitress and asking for the note.

CLARK

There is still a puzzle in this

mysterious experiment our

government has not been able to

decipher yet. Claire, I need you

all to come with me to the place

where all this started twenty-six

years ago. There is someone I need

you to meet.

PAUL

(Sounding frustrated)

Are we going back to the Pyramid of

Giza again?

Clark knows Claire has the answer to Paul’s question. So he

looks at her who seems immersed in her own memories.

CLAIRE

We are going to the "Temple of

Dendera" to pay a visit to the

Goddess of the afterlife in her own

house: "Hathor’s Temple"!

CLARK

That’s right! Claire? Gentlemen? If

you don’t mind, I have arranged

your transportation in advanced. We

must leave now!
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INT. PROFESSOR RAHIM’S OFFICE - AFTERNOON

CLOSE UP ON ARTHUR’S FACE

ARTHUR

(Terrorized )

A God!

PROFESSOR RAHIM

According to the original

manuscript of the Book of the Dead,

yes!

Professor Rahim pulls an old document from a dusty shelf and

places it on top of the desk where Arthur was sitting.

He opens one page and puts a finger on it.

ARTHUR

(Surprised and confused)

RAHIM, this is the original

manuscript of the Book of the Dead!

I can’t read German. Tell me what

it says, please!

PROFESSOR RAHIM

(Reading from the book)

It reads that "...whoever handles

AMMIT with the unworthy heart of a

god will become immortal assuming

the same powers of a monster."

ARTHUR

(Visibly upset)

No! I don’t recall having read that

fragment in the Book.

PROFESSOR RAHIM

It is because it never made it into

the final text.

ARTHUR

(Visibly perplexed)

But how could something like this

may happen?

PROFESSOR RAHIM

Do you see the seal on top of that

page? 1944 wasn’t exactly German

literature’s finest year. That

missing page was later found in a

secret archive after the battle of

Berlin.

(CONTINUED)
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RAHIM takes a deep breath and continues

PROFESSOR RAHIM

The archive was found inside

Himmler S.S. bunker.

ARTHUR

(Trying to Remember)

Wasn’t AMMIT the monster with a

lion head assigned to eat the heart

of those who never made it to the

afterlife?

Professor Rahim responds affirmatively Arthur’s question

with a movement of his head.

ARTHUR

(Visibly alarmed)

My Lord! We are about to see the

fulfillment of one of our oldest

prophesies: The return of the

anti-Christ! Rahim! Where is the

second Lamp? We know that one of

them was destroyed when it broke

that night in the Chamber, but

where is the other Lamp?

PROFESSOR RAHIM

It’s hidden inside the wall. When

one by one of the team began to

disappear I rushed back to the

Chamber and I hid it behind a

carved stone of one of the walls.

ARTHUR

Rahim, why didn’t you say a word

about their disappearances?

PROFESSOR RAHIM

There was no reason to alarm you!

You and Claire were safely back in

London and besides, you were not

originally part of the Team,

Remember?

Professor Rahim tries to have Arthur reveal a secret.

PROFESSOR RAHIM

(Slowly and carefully)

When our friend Charlie was found

death in his mansion here in Cairo

the police found a receipt of a

certified letter he had mailed to

you the night before...

(CONTINUED)
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Arthur moves slowly his eyes from the book, removes his

lenses and slowly looks at Rahim.

PROFESSOR RAHIM

Do you still have them?

ARTHUR

(Like speaking in a secret)

He asked me to memorize every

single pass word. He could have

sent me an e-mail but he felt his

was being watched, his phone tapped

and his entire house bugged. I

still can’t imagine why were those

"codes" so important to him?

A sudden noise reveals the presence of someone else in the

room.

Coming out from the dark Doctor Hess and two of his armed

men irrupt into the room.

DOCTOR HESS

I can answer that, professor

Williams.

Professor Arthur shows a sign of surprise.

The face of Doctor Hess is illuminated by a the light of a

lamp nearby.

Professor Rahim turns to Arthur.

PROFESSOR RAHIM

(Apologetically)

I’m sorry, Arthur. I have a family

too and I had no choice. They

threatened to kill my family if I

did not cooperate.

doctor Hess smiles to both men.

INT. THE TEMPLE OF DENDERA - LATE AFTERNOON

A tour minivan stops at the temple’s entrance.

Claire, Paul and Rick get off the vehicle. Detective Clark

who is expecting for their arrival, guides them all inside

one of the temple’s chambers

(CONTINUED)
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CLARK

(Courteously)

Claire, this is detective Katsumi

from Tokyo’s police bureau of

homicides.

CLAIRE

(Recognizing one)

It’s my pleasure to meet you, miss

Katsumi... (Looking to the man)I

know you. You are professor

Harrison... Am I right?

PROFESSOR HARRISON

(Kissing Claire’s hand)

You are exactly right, Mrs Claire!

It’s always nice to see you again

despite the unfortunate

circumstances that bring us

together. Where is my friend

Arthur? I thought he was with you

in Cairo?

CLAIRE

He is actually, however an

unexpected issue has kept him busy

this afternoon, I hope he’ll rejoin

us very soon.

Clark moves to the corner of the wall and points to an

object carved on the surface of one of the walls.

Clark then turns to the very attractive Japanese detective

waiting for an answer.

DETECTIVE KATSUMI

(Clearing her throat before

speaking)

As some of you know, what you see

in those walls is an ancient

attempt to represent an artifact

used in this chamber for thousands

of years by Hathor, the Goddess of

the afterlife.

Katsumi points to the wall to the image of a huge snake

inside a bulb looking containment is held by two ancient

figures during an unknown procedure.

DETECTIVE KATSUMI

We didn’t know for sure what they

were until two of my countrymen

reached a remarkable conclusion

(MORE)
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DETECTIVE KATSUMI (cont’d)

that cost their own life: The

assumed lamp was instead a

"biological pulse generator" and

the key to unlock what Japanese

mythology have known for centuries

by "Sleeping Codes".

CLARK

Detective Katsumi, please! Could

you be more specific about the

nature of those pulses and the

basis to call it a biological

generator?

Katsumi moves to the wall pointing her index finger to the

"Dendera Lamp".

DETECTIVE KATSUMI

As you could observe from the

carving of the walls, what it looks

like a snake was simply a

distortion of the true nature of

the animal. There was only one

possible explanation left after the

moment they made the connection

between the "lotus flower"...

Katsumi points to the flower represented behind the snake

and continues.

DETECTIVE KATSUMI

... and the reptile’s habitat. The

only place you could hope to find a

lotus flower in a desert is near

rivers or wetlands, in this

particular geographical region: the

river banks of the Nile.

CLARK

(Intrigued)

What kind of snake swims in those

places you just mentioned a moment

ago?

DETECTIVE KATSUMI

Electric eels! Snakes and eels are

very similar in their physical

appearance but they differ greatly

in their anatomy. When they hunt

after their preys, electric eels

are capable of generating low

electrical discharges for as long

(MORE)
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DETECTIVE KATSUMI (cont’d)
as one hour without showing signs

of being tired.

Katsumi moves her finger around the elliptical "casing"

around the eel.

KATSUMI

If you take a closer look at the so

called "Lamp of Dendera" you’ll see

what looks like a "glass bulb"

around the snake...

CLARK

That’s right, Miss Katsumi!

PROFESSOR HARRISON

I’ll have to disagree with your

assumption! Experts have been

saying for years that what you see

around the snake was nothing more

than the representation of the

scent of the flower!

DETECTIVE KATSUMI

(Courteously inquiring)

Since when odors and scents

propagate in space following an

elliptical path, professor

Harrison?

PROFESSOR HARRISON

I’m merely repeating what those who

called themselves experts have

expressed in their scientific

papers, that’s all!

CLARK

Thank you professor Harrison! If

the image of a bulb is neither a

bulb nor a scent then what is it?

DETECTIVE KATSUMI

Neither glass nor electricity were

existent in Egypt until later

times. Pure instinct guided them to

the conclusions that, what we see

around the reptile was the

primitive representation of an

invisible electromagnetic field in

accordance with the mind of the

artist.

(CONTINUED)
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CLARK

(Confused)

Let’s make things clear so we all

can understand it! What you’re

saying is that, whoever carved

those images in the wall had no

idea what he was representing other

than an invisible SOMETHING

floating in the space around the

eel?

DETECTIVE KATSUMI

Exactly! Faraday confronted the

same dilemma after experimenting

with magnets in 1845. He thought

that magnetic fields were like

magic properties of space around

opposite polarities. Do you drive

cars, Clark?

CLARK

Of course I drive cars! why you ask

that silly question?

DETECTIVE KATSUMI

So you drive but you can’t built a

car nor you can know the physical

principles behind an internal

combustion engine without a proper

education. The same way ancient

Gods and Goddesses used secret

codes in trials involving

resurrection and afterlife

matters...

Katsumi moves her fingers along the symbols carved in the

wall and continues under a stunt expression in the face of

the others.

KATSUMI

...Allegedly, they were given those

codes by a supreme being so they

could use them to perform their

miracles and magic tricks. When the

moment came to pass their secrets

to others,they confronted

themselves with a similar situation

Faraday did in his own time.

RICK

With all due respect, I hear you

all talking about "magic codes" but

what in fact are they? Would anyone

(MORE)
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RICK (cont’d)
care to explain it to an unskilled

initiated one with two left feet in

ancient history?

PROFESSOR HARRISON

(Smiling to Rick)

"Sleeping Codes" or "Pass words" as

we know from the Book of the Dead

were thought to be nothing more

than an illusion, a figment in the

imagination of every single

archeologist until the late

professor Collins found these

carvings.

Professor Harrison moves to an adjacent wall and points out

to a series of symbols.

PROFESSOR HARRISON

Our colleague and friend, Charlie

found the same symbol configuration

inside the Death Chambers at the

Pyramid of Giza. In ancient Egypt

each God reside in his own temple.

Since neither Egyptian Gods nor

Goddesses ever shared their secrets

to one another he thought that

perhaps those symbols had

a significance other than telling

ancient stories.

DETECTIVE KATSUMI

Those symbols were translated using

the "Rosetta Stone" and they spoke

of a mistake during the procedure

of a sacred ritual.

CLAIRE

My daughter’s trial...

DETECTIVE KATSUMI

Your daughter’s mistrial to be more

accurate, Mrs Williams. The

experiment was set to remake the

ancient ceremony with the

cooperation of the world’s

best minds in the field of

Archeology: the Japanese team

provided the pulse generator, the

British team supplied professor

Collin’s "sleeping codes" while

professor Harrison, presently here

(MORE)
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DETECTIVE KATSUMI (cont’d)
and the German scientists offered

an empirical knowledge compiled

within the Book of the Dead.

Professor Rahim was the official

host and the deal breaker between

the team and the Egyptian

authorities.

PROFESSOR HARRISON

(Visibly disturbed)

Gentlemen... Three scientists have

already died, one as in myself

condemned to hide for God’s knows

how long and a young woman

kidnapped by a fanatic and all for

nothing! I’ve never believed in

presumed messages left by these

walls and personally, I think this

is just a "guru crap"!

CLAIRE

(Upset)

I don’t care how many titles may

hung on your personal walls,

professor Harrison and to be honest

I don’t care! As for these walls,I

think they deserve the utmost

respect they’ve earned throughout

centuries because whether you like

it or not they are our only chance

to find out who we really are!

PROFESSOR HARRISON

Each and every single symbol carved

in these walls is an insult to my

Church! Those codes we were trying

to activate back then were the same

codes that showed the first humans

the way out from the "Garden of

Eden" and we have to thank them for

having lost the paradise!

PAUL

With all due respect, professor

Harrison are you suggesting that we

should repeat the same genocide and

destruction the Spanish

Conquistadors were responsible for

in the past? Is there any

difference between burning an

entire Mayan legacy and burning

thousands of books into piles of

fire in the streets of Berlin?

(CONTINUED)
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PROFESSOR HARRISON

This is the house of a sinner and

we should demolish these walls

before it’s too late! As for the

Spanish inquisition in America I

can’t say I’ve never agreed with it

in the past, but just imagine

yourself watching a human sacrifice

in the name of a god. Such cults

could only be conceived by the mind

of a primitive and savage race!

CLAIRE

Who were the primitives back then,

professor Harrison? Those who used

gun powder and thought that the

Earth was the center of the

Universe or those defending their

land and their families with

nothing more than bows and arrows

but whose calendars portrayed the

Sun as the center of our Solar

system and were smart enough to

predict every single Solar and

Lunar eclipse for the last five

thousand years?

Silence dominates the chamber. Then Clark breaks it.

CLARK

Ladies and gentlemen, Please! I

think that we should all calm down

and try to focus our attention in

more constructive discussions,

don’t you agree professor Harrison?

Looking at Claire now.

CLARK

Claire? Don’t quit on me now,

please. I need both of you.

PROFESSOR HARRISON

I’m sorry I started the

controversy. It’s been six tense

month in isolation and sometimes my

mouth runs faster than my mind.

CLAIRE

I apologize. I know my husband

Arthur have a great deal of respect

for you and I will be the last to

undo what a good friendship has

accomplished for many years.

(CONTINUED)
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PROFESSOR HARRISON

Let’s forget the whole thing and

work together a plan to bring

Stephanie back.

Professor Harrison extends his right hand to Claire who

holds it back and moves her head in a sign of agreement.

Clark moves to a near wall and kneels in front of a carving.

He slides a finger along the symbol of a snake on the wall

and speaks almost to himself.

CLARK

(Prophetically speaking)

"It seems that no matter where we

turn, snakes are always watching

for the right moment to strike..."

Everyone look at each other and then at the walls as if they

were looking for answers.

EXT. TEMPLE OF DENDERA - LATE NIGHT

The group finished their unofficial encounter inside the

temple and is about to board a tour minivan when a small

group of armed men in black uniforms attack them using the

cover of the dark.

Clark, Katsumi and professor Harrison who originally came in

their own vehicle escape under heavy gun fire not without

being chased for a while by a motorcycled mercenary.

The biker looses control of the bike in one of the corners.

INT. PROFESSOR RAHIM’S OFFICE - SAME NIGHT

ARTHUR

Who are you and who are those men?

DOCTOR HESS

My name is Doctor Rudolph Hess and

those men work for me.

Doctor Hess ordered his men to leave the room and wait

outside.

DOCTOR HESS

Professor Williams I consider you a

man of science but what’s even more

remarkable yet I consider you a

(MORE)
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DOCTOR HESS (cont’d)
true believer. Therefore allow me

to reveal the nature of those

"codes" you’re hiding inside your

brain. What do you know about "The

Lost City" of Atlantis?

ARTHUR

(Decisively)

Atlantis is a myth!

DOCTOR HESS

Just like the appearances of

U.F.O.s is that right?

ARTHUR

That’s right!

Doctor Hess smiles with a trace of irony in his tone

DOCTOR HESS

What would you think of me if I

told you that those codes could

prove you wrong about both issues?

ARTHUR

I would think that you are nothing

but a twisted minded son of a

bitch!

Doctor Hess pulls a chair and sits comfortably in front of

Arthur. He pulls out his lugger pistol and places it on top

of a small table nearby.

DOCTOR HESS

I think it’s time for a bedside

story

(beat)

Atlantis existed even before humans

could walk on their own feet. Their

vast knowledge included all major

scientific fields including an

especial one that we know today as

physics. They not just understood

the link between space and time,

they were able to control it and

move across them as well.

ARTHUR

(Denying)

That’s impossible! Einstein’s

General Relativity Theory

contradicts such possibilities!

(CONTINUED)
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DOCTOR HESS

On the contrary, professor! General

Relativity proposes a theoretical

explanation between the concept of

space-time and gravity. I’m glad

that you brought it up into our

conversation, if you allow me to

continue my story I’ll prove it to

you.

CGI: ANIMATION OF THE EXODUS FROM ATLANTIS

DOCTOR HESS (V.O.)

Atlantis was destroyed as a

consequence of an experiment that

went wrong during the times of the

last planetary alignment in the

year 3012 B.C.E. to be more

precise. The dimensional barrier

was fractured and their citizens

were forced to spread out in all

direction. Part of them ended up in

what we know today as Egypt while

another group may have found refuge

in a jungle regarded as Maya’s

territory in Mesoamerica. That

would explain the similarities

found between Egyptian pyramids and

those ones found today in "Chichen

Itza" and Mexico.

ARTHUR

Now I know you’re crazy! Are you

among those who believe that

"aliens" helped them building it?

DOCTOR HESS

There are no "Aliens", professor!

We’ve been missing the point for

centuries now! Instead of those

alleged "secretly planned

extra-terrestrial incursions" what

really happened was the exact

opposite: An accidental

inter-dimensional exodus of

humanoids from their own "Garden of

Eden"; a little paradise island

known by the name Atlantis.

(beat)

Ring a bell?

DOCTOR HESS moves to the nearest window, opens it and looks

up to the sky.

(CONTINUED)
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POV: A SKY FILL WITH STARS

DOCTOR HESS

Same script only with different

characters.

(beat)

CGI: BUILDING OF A PYRAMID USING THE "LAMP"

DOCTOR HESS (V.O.)

"They needed to build those

especial "Lamps" and huge pyramids

if they wanted to escape their

misery. So! they found the needed

help among a dangerous primitive

civilization... That’s right: You

and me! Primitive human may have

taken them for Gods. Building the

pyramids was a relatively easy task

to them: They used their secret

Lamps and their "codes" to levitate

and align those huge stones

previously cut, chiseled and

polished by humans on top of each

other. Based on "your relativistic

arguments", professor Williams

those Lamps could have been placed

on top of a huge monolithic

stone... once the right "codes"

were supplied, the space-time

continuum above the rock would have

became malleable enough to

counteract the force of gravity

acting beneath them. I guess you

could call it an "artificial

gravity pull", others may prefer to

call it a highly localized

"singularity."

Doctor Hess click his fingers making a sound

DOCTOR HESS

(Jokingly)

Just like Americans often say:

"Piece of Cake!"

ARTHUR

What about the second myth? You

just said that "aliens" didn’t

exist. So! How could you explain

then your version of "alien’s

incursions" without "aliens"?

You’re obviously contradicting

yourself!

(CONTINUED)
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CGI: U.F.O. FLYING OVER LAND AND WATER.

DOCTOR HESS (V.O.)

It is you, Professor Williams who

can’t see the whole picture. If

they were able to move those heavy

blocks across space by manipulating

the space-time around them, they

could also move smaller objects

into our space. Want to know a

secret about those so-called

"unidentified flight objects"? it

is all in our perception. Those

U.F.O.s never fly,they were able to

make fun of our radars by changing

the "input codes" in their outer

Lamps! Manipulating the topography

of the space-time continuum they

insured the needed pull in the

right direction. The often reported

triangular shape of those aircraft

and the color fluctuations observed

in their propulsion systems -right

beneath their hull- reaffirm those

principles I’ve just mentioned to

you. After their return to their

own dimension, they’ve been

visiting us ever since using the

weakest point of the "barrier" as

safe passage: "The Bermuda

Triangle". Can’t you see it

professor? Our science is still in

diapers and that’s why we keep

blaming nonexistent aliens to

justify everything we can’t

understand!

Doctor Hess bends toward Arthur to speak almost in secret

DOCTOR HESS

Those "codes" in your memory are

forth dimensional coordinates,

professor... space-time! The "Lamp"

only opens the gate between the

past and the present but without

the "codes" it is completely

useless.

Doctor Hess grabs the manuscript from the desk and show it

to professor Williams while continues with his arguments.

(CONTINUED)
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DOCTOR HESS

(With pride in his tone)

The only "time index" left behind

by the so-called "Egyptian

Gods"...? corresponded to a

Mistrial in which Stephanie was

given a second chance of life.

After much more than four

millennial we will be able to

witness "LIFE" the original citizen

of Lemuria conducting the oldest

ritual known by man to exist!

ARTHUR

(Warning him)

You are dealing with forces you

can’t understand!

DOCTOR HESS

(Upset)

I only want the "codes"! Can’t you

see it yet professor Williams? The

remaking of their secret ritual is

my only chance to get them!

Doctor Hess gives an order to his men in German. They come

into the room and hold Arthur on each side.

DOCTOR HESS

Let’s go! You are coming with us

too, professor. You are about to

meet a very familiar face.

Seconds before leaving Rahim’s office, Doctor Hess receives

a radio communication. He answers in German.

DOCTOR HESS

Who else escaped? (Pause) That’s

fine, wonderful! Bring them as

well! We are going to have a very

special "family reunion" tonight.

Gentlemen? Let’s go!

They leave the room.

INT. THE CHAMBER OF THE DEATH - THE RITUAL- MIDNIGHT

Three persons stand in front of a carved wall with black

mask covering the entire head.

Three men in black uniforms and tattoos on their face are

standing in front of each of them.
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After a command spoken in German the men take off the masks

from the prisoners.

They prisoners are Claire, Paul and Rick. Claire makes a

face expression of terror and fear when she looks what lies

ahead.

The Chamber is prepared for a secret ancient ritual. The

Lamp was conveniently placed on one corner of the room.

It is a replica of the ones carved on the wall. It resembles

a lotus flower with a snake inside instead of electrodes.

Doctor Hess and Stephanie are wearing an Egyptian costume

similar to those found in the Book of the Death during the

ancient ritual.

Stephanie is cuffed to one of the columns also with a black

mask covering her eyes.

Professor Arthur Williams is guarded by two armed men.

The Chamber is currently illuminated with battery powered

spot lights. The Trial Lamp is off.

Doctor Hess makes a hand signal and another guard takes off

a mask from Stephanie’s face. Claire calls Stephanie.

CLAIRE

Stephanie! It’s me! Are you OK?

STEPHANIE

Mom! Dad! Paul! What are you doing

here?

Opening his arms and looking up.

DOCTOR HESS

(With a solemnity tone)

Ladies and gentlemen welcome to the

Trial!

One of the armed men moves toward the Lamp and turns it on.

DOCTOR HESS

I think is time to reveal a secret

that will break the heart of a

lovely lady standing Trial here

tonight. Claire, please would you

tell Stephanie who her truly mom

was?

Claire’s facial expressions changed from terrorized to angry

(CONTINUED)
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CLAIRE

(To Doctor Hess; shouting)

Don’t dare you son of a bitch!

STEPHANIE

(Confused)

Mom! What is he saying?

CLAIRE

(Shouting to Stephanie)

You are my daughter! Don’t listen

to what he says!

DOCTOR HESS

(Ironically)

Claire, please! Stephanie is about

to die why don’t you tell her the

truth that you conceived her right

here in this Chamber twenty-six

years ago?

Claire’s face shows tears of sadness.

DOCTOR HESS

Why don’t you tell her that her

real mother was a Goddess?

Moving toward Stephanie.

DOCTOR HESS

(Ironically to Stephanie)

You see my child, you were supposed

to die centuries before I was born

but fortunately for me you didn’t.

That mistake is about to be fixed

in a few moments.

Doctor Hess gives an order to his men.

DOCTOR HESS

(Shouting)

Put her on top of the stone!

Stephanie is placed on top of a stone looking like a

lapidary of an Egyptian tomb.

On one side of the stone a medical equipment is set to

register Stephanie’s heart function.

Two men wire the equipment to her arm. The equipment begins

to register Stephanie’s heartbeats.

Claire and Paul try to prevent it but they are stopped and

forced back by armed men.

(CONTINUED)
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One of Hess men dressed as a nurse injects Stephanie with a

poison.

Doctor Hess turns now to Arthur and orders him to pronounce

the "pass words."

Arthur walks slowly toward Stephanie. His eyes become wet.

CLAIRE

(Hopelessly; shouting to

Arthur)

Don’t do it Arthur!

DOCTOR HESS

(Almost laughing)

Oh, but he will. You see Miss

Williams your husband don’t have a

choice, really. Stephanie’s body is

dying in the physical world as we

speak. However her spirit as a

Goddess may still have a chance to

survive in the afterlife. Oh yes,

Claire your husband will cooperate.

Professor Williams is not willing

to betray everything he believes

in.

ARTHUR

(To Claire with tearful eyes)

I would be willing to die for her

and you know it Claire, but we owe

this much to Stephanie. Let me at

least honor the rights she was

given by birth as a Goddess.

CLAIRE

We both know that she won’t pass

the ritual! Her heart is too

broken, it will fail the test!

Suddenly the sound of the equipment stop registering the

heartbeats a CONSTANT TONE announces that her heart is no

longer beating. Stephanie is officially dead.

ARTHUR

(Crying)

I’m sorry, Claire. God forgive me!

Arthur put his knees on the floor and begins to recite the

"codes" in an old Egyptian language.

SPFX: AFTER THE UTTERING OF EACH "SECRET WORD" THE LIGHT OF

THE LAMP FILLS THE ENTIRE CHAMBER WITH DIFFERENT COLORS.
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The vibrations of a secret mantra transports them all into

an alternate dimension.

INT. THE CHAMBER OF THE DEATH - OUR DIMENSION

Clark, Katsumi and professor Harrison arrive to the Chamber

of the Death. The three only find a dark room with no one

inside and no signs of a ritual anywhere.

CLARK

(Disappointing)

We were late! Let’s wait outside!

Don’t touch anything! Nothing must

be disturbed before their return.

INT. THE CHAMBER OF THE DEATH - ALTERNATE DIMENSION

Three figures start materializing inside the chamber

resembling a sophisticated hologram.

Thoth moves toward Stephanie and moves his fingers on top of

her lips, then her eyes and her forehead as part of the

ritual that confirms the death of the God.

A figure with the head of a jackal Anubis helped by an

Egyptian flint knife, pulls out Stephanie’s heart.

The equipment stops registering the tone. One straight line

is still moving along the dark digital screen.

Anubis places the heart on top of a golden plate at the same

time a third one Ma’at -the Goddess of justice- taking a

long feather from her hair, performs the same operation in

the second plate.

At the beginnings, the feather begins to sink but finally

the heart turns out to be heavier than the feather.

At this point a fourth shadow approaches to the first three.

AMMIT, the monster with the head of a lion appears in front

of Doctor Hess who eagerly reaches to the container holding

Stephanie’s heart and handles it over to him.

The monster eats Stephanie’s heart as Doctor Hess

contemplates disgusted at the monster.

SPFX: A WHITE LIGHT COMES OFF THE MONSTER EYES AND FORMS A

BEAM INTO DOCTOR HESS’ EYES. THE WALL BEHIND DOCTOR HESS

PROJECTS HIS OWN SHADOW AS IT IS TRANSFORMED INTO ANOTHER

HALF ANIMAL HALF HUMAN FIGURE. A POTENT LIGHT IS FILTERING
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ACROSS THE HUGE STONE BLOCKS FORMING PART OF THE WHOLE

PYRAMID STRUCTURE.

The ritual is officially finished.

AMMIT the monster is about to retire from the Chamber when

suddenly a profound silence allows everyone to hear a single

beat from the medical equipment.

After the second beat Stephanie takes a deep breath. AMMIT

stops and turns around to look at Stephanie.

At the third beat AMMIT moves back to Doctor Hess grabs his

heart with one hand and eats it.

Doctor Hess’ men terrorized leave the guns and ran away from

the Chamber. As Doctor Hess’ men one by one leave the

Chamber of the Death, they dematerialize in a dense fog of

emptiness screaming and in panic.

The monster bows in front the other three Gods and

courteously leaves the Chamber.

Claire who was terrorized in the arms of Arthur looks at his

husband’s eyes and almost crying moves her lips.

Paul and Rick do not understand what’s happening and turned

to Claire for answers.

CLAIRE

(With a breaking voice)

Twins! Arthur, they were twins!

Arthur can’t speak from the emotion and just moves his head

reaffirming Claire’s statement.

His eyes were filed with tears of joy.

The three Gods bow in front of Stephanie and end the ritual

pointing to the Trial Lamp that explodes in a colorful rain

of small pieces of glass.

The spot lights automatically turn on lighting the room.

INT. THE CHAMBER OF THE DEATH - OUR DIMENSION

Stephanie opens her tearful eyes

STEPHANIE

Mom!

Claire rushes toward the stone and holds her daughter’s hand

and places it on her heart. Stephanie looks at Claire
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STEPHANIE

(With tearful eyes)

All this time I didn’t know I had a

twin brother...

CLAIRE

(Proudly)

He had indeed the heart of a true

god!

STEPHANIE

(Closing her eyes)

We are one now.

Arthur moves closer to Stephanie. Stephanie puts a hand in

her father’s hands.

STEPHANIE

(Smiling)

I’ve been always very proud of

being your daughter.Thank you for

everything all these years, Dad.

Both parents step back and Paul holds Stephanie’s hand to

ask her a very important question.

PAUL

(Visibly happy)

I’m not a god but I still want to

merry you.

STEPHANIE

I know! Paul, I think I’m ready to

answer your question since I’ve

finally got mine. I do!

Paul kisses Stephanie and puts the ring in her finger.

As they walk from the Chamber of Death to the surface across

a secret passage, Rick approaches Arthur with a question.

RICK

(Visibly confused)

Professor Williams why until now? I

mean I think I understand why he

was left behind and all that, but

what made possible his return?

ARTHUR

Well... His chances to be alive

were aborted the moment the Lamp

was accidentally broken during the

experiment. Since a human baby

(MORE)
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ARTHUR (cont’d)
needs at least seven month to fully

develop in a mothers’ womb his time

quickly ran out. However his birth

rights remained intact for the last

two thousand years. The moment

Stephanie died, he must have made

an appeal to the Gods. The fact

that twins are almost genetically

identical down to the last DNA

probably make them recognized the

legitimacy of his claim.

RICK

(Amazed)

He sacrificed his birth rights for

the life of a sister he never

knew...

ARTHUR

The bounds between twin brothers is

perhaps one of the greatest

mysteries in medical science and

certainly one that makes twins so

unique, Rick.

Walking in front of them is the couple. Paul helps a rather

pale and tired girlfriend, Stephanie in their way up to the

pyramid’s entrance.

He tries to cheer her up with a question.

PAUL

Baby, Would you like to go to

Venice for our Honeymoon?

STEPHANIE

(With bright eyes)

Let’s go back to the same island in

the Bahamas and to the same cavern

where we were attacked by a shark

right before I was kidnapped...

PAUL

(Interrupting Stephanie)

Stephanie, I don’t think that’s a

good idea... There are more

appropriate ways to deal with a

traumatic experience like the one

you just went through, Sigmund

Freud’s psychoanalysis...

Stephanie interrupts Paul’s advices .
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STEPHANIE

(Visibly happy)

Sigmund who! Paul, I found the

treasure! I know where the pirates

hid it a long time ago!

PAUL

(Intrigued)

But honey, how could that be

possible?

STEPHANIE

(Smiling to Paul)

Lets say that, for a while... I was

"blended with it"!

EXT. THE PYRAMID OF GIZA - AFTER THE RITUAL

There is a heavy presence of Egyptian security forces.

Doctor Hess’ uncle and professor RAHIM are cuffed.

Clark and Katsumi are talking with an Egyptian uniformed

agent when a multitude of people wearing classic Egyptian

costumes begins to appear from everywhere.

As Stephanie and Paul walk out of the pyramid, one by one of

the people present begin to bow in front of Stephanie. It is

a sign of respect for a goddess.

A little girl offers flowers to Stephanie along the sea of

people trying to pay tribute to the birth of a new Goddess.

CLARK

(To Katsumi; overwhelmed)

Just look at her! She looks

gorgeous!

KATSUMI

How is you government planning to

handle this?

CLARK

What do you mean?

KATSUMI

How are you going to deal with the

re precautions and her safety?

Clark, it hasn’t been a living

goddess for the past three thousand

years!
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CLARK

It’s all been taken care!

Clark handles Katsumi a piece of paper he was carrying in

one of his packets while he keeps watching the unofficial

ceremony.

KATSUMI

(Reading loudly)

"During a Hollywood’s blockbuster

production of another mommy film,

an avalanche of religious fanatics

plunged into the Pyramid of Giza

last night. At least five broke

into one of the chambers causing

the explosion of a sophisticated

device used for special effects.

The fatal accident resulted in the

death of one member of the cast..."

Clark, this is a tomorrow morning’s

article!

CLARKE

Isn’t it great? I should have been

a reporter instead of a cop. I had

some extra time after the ritual.

KATSUMI

(Interrupting Clark)

Clark, just one thing... How do you

plan to explain the cause of death

regarding Doctor Hess?

CLARKE

(Smiling at her)

Katsumi, can’t you get it? Some

people are just born without a

heart!

Detective Katsumi smiles back while moving her head in

disbelief.

KATSUMI

(Ironically)

A man without a heart, right?

CLARK

Wrong again, a man without a soul!

Claire identifies professor Harrison standing close to Clark

and Katsumi and holds her husband’s hand to alert him of his

presence.
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ARHTUR

What is it, dear?

She does not say a word, instead points Arthur to the right

direction with her eyes and a smile.

ARTHUR

(Thinking loudly)

My good friend Sean!

Both Claire and Arthur walk to meet the old friend who seems

lost and isolated in the middle of a multitude of believers.

ARTHUR

Sean! My dear friend, is good to

see you again!

PROFESSOR HARRISON

Arthur! Are you and your family OK?

ARTHUR

We are all fine, thanks! I guess

the worse is over...

PROFESSOR HARRISON

(Visibly curious and confused)

Arthur, could you tell me what

actually happened in that chamber

tonight?

ARTHUR

One day perhaps, but not tonight

Sean. Listen... Come visit us in

London these days, Claire will cook

your favorite meal and we could

talk.

Arthur gets closer to his friend and almost revealing a

secret continues his words placing one hand to cover his

mouth from one side.

ARTHUR

(Blinking an eye and smiling)

I have hidden two Cuban cigars, but

don’t tell Claire about it!

PROFESSOR HARRISON

I accept the invitation! Can I

bring a bottle of an excellent

French wine for the occasion?

Arthur places a hand in Professor Harrison’s shoulder.
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ARTHUR

(Smiling)

I think a "leap of faith" will do

it.

Both professors hug each other as a sign of friendship while

Claire proudly witnesses the moment with tears in her eyes.

EXT. OFF THE COAST OF THE BAHAMAS - A WEEK LATER - MORNING

A sailing boat is cruising at high speed along the blue

waters of the Caribbean sea.

Paul is ’hiking’ trying to extend the boat heels due to the

push generated by strong winds.

Stephanie is standing behind the helm busy trying to keep

the boat running under control.

She asks Paul a question almost shouting to him due to the

noisy sea breeze.

STEPHANIE

(Smiling to Paul)

Are we going to make it, baby?

PAUL

(Smiling back)

Pirates did! Why wouldn’t we?

Both look to the back of the boat toward a coffer full with

golden coins and jewelry and then Paul blinks an eye to her.

PAUL

(Shouting to Stephanie)

Now...! I have two treasures!

INT. UNIVERSITY - ARCHEOLOGY CLASS - NINE MONTHS LATER

Professor Arthur Williams is about to conclude his

presentation for next day. He is making some order among his

documents.

ARTHUR

... One of the main obstacles

archeologists have faced while

conducting excavations on early

Egyptian ruins is that some gods

and goddesses along with their

names more often than not overlap

in different time periods. Hathor,

(MORE)
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ARTHUR (cont’d)
the Goddess of fertility and the

afterlife was also known by Isis in

a different era.

Stephanie arrives at this time at the entrance of the

auditorium in time to witness an interesting dialogue that

is about to take place between one smart but resilient

student and his dad.

Stephanie is very pregnant and wears an elegant attire

characteristic of her condition and a design necklace with a

silver metal snake with an "S" configuration (indicative of

the first letter of her name)

STUDENT ONE

(Sarcastically with a tone of

irony)

Professor Williams, with all due

respect Sr... But I’m having a hard

time figuring out how a dead God

whose body was sliced in fourteen

pieces could have been brought back

to life by the single uttering of

Ra’s name.

Professor Williams smiles and see if there is a different

opinion among his students.

The rest of the students begin to join the little "mutiny"

talking among themselves.

Stephanie comes into the auditorium and responds to STUDENT

ONE.

STEPHANIE

(Like telling a story to a

boy)

Do you really want to know how she

did it?

A complete silence reigns in the auditorium.

One student close to the entrance offers his seat to

Stephanie who quietly sits there without taking her eyes

from the student.

Holding the necklace with her right hand she begins her

story.

CGI: THE OSIRIS RITUAL AND RESURRECTION
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STEPHANIE (V.O.)

(Softly)

During the Osiris resurrection

ritual, Hathor used a very special

snake found in those days hidden

under the river banks of the Nile.

During the ritual, dancers often

used a sistrum to excite the

reptile which began to produce

pulses in the band of twenty five

hertz. When those pulses enter into

a resonant mode in accordance with

the acoustics of those walls, the

inter dimensional barrier

conducting to the hall of the souls

began to breach. After uttering the

secret name of Ra, a rift began to

form inside the chamber allowing

the soul of the god Osiris to

return to his body from the

afterlife.

When Stephanie concludes her story.

Professor Williams and her daughter look at each other while

the silence is broken by one of the female students who asks

the other sit next to her a question.

FEMALE STUDENT ONE

(Opening her eyes in

disbelief)

Is this for real?

FEMALE STUDENT TWO

(Also amazed by the story)

It’s got to be... but how would she

know?

STUDENT TWO

Who is she?

Professor Williams take a deep breath and he’s about to

speak when her daughter speaks first.

STEPHANIE

(Smiling to the students)

It’s a joke!

Arthur have a sense of relief and smiles to Stephanie who

saved the day for him.
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STUDENT TWO

(Smiling with doubts)

A joke... Oh! I got it!

STUDENT THREE

(Smiling too)

I knew it! It had to be! That was

very good though!

ARTHUR

(To all the students in the

auditorium)

Ladies and gentlemen, I’d like to

introduce you my daughter

Stephanie!

The mood begins to change as one student start clapping

followed by some who begin shouting "Bravo"!

ARTHUR

(To all the students)

With this joke I’d like to dismiss

the class until tomorrow when we’ll

begin with Greek mythology.

Two female students approach Stephanie undecided who will

speak first. Then one of them decides to ask a question.

FEMALE STUDENT ONE

Are you the same actress stormed in

Egypt by a bunch of religious

fanatics nine months ago? I

recognized you by the photograph

published in the newspaper’s

article.

STEPHANIE

(Smiling to her father)

Right! The mommy film!

FEMALE STUDENT ONE

(To her classmate; excited)

I knew I was right! Are you OK?

FEMALE STUDENT TWO

Did they hurt the baby?

STEPHANIE

The baby is fine and so am I,

thanks for asking!
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FEMALE STUDENT ONE

We’ve got to go now... Oh! I almost

forgot! Congratulation for your

acting a moment ago... It was

terrific! Only a real actress could

make us believe that such an

unbelievable story could have been

real. Bye!

As both female students leave the auditorium one make a

comment to the other.

FEMALE STUDENT TWO

Gosh! I should have been an actress

instead of an archeologist!

The last student to leave the auditorium was STUDENT ONE,

who before stepping out from the auditorium looks back to

professor Arthur and smiling makes an affirmative sign.

He moves his head in a sign of gratitude and understanding.

He is the only one who leaves believeing that Stephanie’s

story was not meant to be a joke.

INT. UNIVERSITY - CORRIDOR - LATER

Professor Williams and Stephanie are walking down the

corridor. He is carrying a few books after dismissing the

class.

ARTHUR

(Amazed)

That was a hell of a joke that you

pulled out in there... So! did you

finally get the results from the

ultrasound?

STEPHANIE

(Visibly happy)

Twins!

ARTHUR

I can’t believe it!

Congratulations!

Arthur seems meditating for a few seconds during the walk

and asks.

ARTHUR

Do you have the names yet?
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STEPHANIE

(Warning her dad)

Sarah and Tony! but don’t tell a

word to Paul! It’s going to be a

surprise when he finds out.

ARTHUR

I can imagine! Well... Where are we

going for lunch? You said you were

the one inviting today...

STEPHANIE

We’re going to a new restaurant in

downtown famous for its Eastern

cuisine.

ARTHUR

What’s for lunch?

STEPHANIE

Eels!

ARTHUR

(Surprised)

What!

STEPHANIE

Did you know they’ve always been a

delicacy in the East and central

part of the Asian continent and the

pacific?

ARTHUR

(With a concerned expression)

Right... Do they cook it first?

EXT. STEPHANNIE AND PAUL HOUSE IN THE U.S.A. - SIXTEEN YEARS

LATER - MORNING

Stephanie picks up the mail in a mailbox and is opening the

envelopes when she bumps into one letter addressed to her

from Mr. Julius Bartley.

The front of the envelope shows a quite few stamps both

British and American ones.

Stephanie opens the letter and begins reading it.

STEPHANIE (V.O.)

"Dear Counselor. The day you

receive this letter will be the day

the heart of a man you once

(MORE)
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STEPHANIE (V.O.) (cont’d)
represented in the court of law has

stopped beating forever. Your words

that day have been the only source

of peace throughout my last years.

I’m afraid I can speak much about

the afterlife and to be honest with

you, I don’t care much about my

odds either. However I must confess

to you that you were right about

one thing though, "hearts are

indeed the reflection of our

souls". I could say that I owe you

the chance to light up my Christmas

tree for many years and being able

to pray for the soul of my beloved

twin brother Julius. I wish you

luck with all HIS heart, Elisabeth

Bartley".

Paul stands at the door with a cell phone still in his ears.

PAUL

Stephanie! Sarah and Tony are in

the phone they need someone to pick

them up, would you do it for me? I

still need to finish a statistical

report for tomorrow’s medical

summit.

Paul realizes that Stephanie looks sad for unknown reasons

so he ask her.

PAUL

Stephanie, is everything all right?

Stephanie moves her arm over her eyes and smiles to Paul.

STEPHANIE

Everything is fine! Don’t worry

honey I’ll go!

EXT. A FLORIDA’S HIGH SCHOOL FOOTBALL COURT - MIDDAY

TONY (SON OF STEPHANIE AND PAUL) is running with the

football under his arms. Every time the defense player of

the opposite team blocked him he dematerializes for a

fraction of a second long enough to break the defense

maneuver. At one point as he continues running ahead he is

faced by one huge player standing right in front of him.

SARAH (TONY’S SISTER) who is a cheerleader of his team,

instantaneously disappears from the cheerleader’s line and
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tackles the player sliding into his legs and making him to

fall before he could block his brother. The move is so fast

that only their mother spots the action. Tony makes a

touchdown! Both Tony and Sarah walk to meet their mother.

STEPHANIE

Shame yourself! Cheating again? To

the car right now! Both of you!

INT. STEPHANIE’S S.U.V. - LATER

STEPHANIE

(To Tony; upset)

Tony how many times have we told

you that you shouldn’t use your

powers to cheat?

TONY

(Apologetically)

I know mom! I’m sorry but I

couldn’t let my team down! It won’t

happen again, I promise!

STEPHANIE

(Upset with Sarah)

Sarah I can’t believe what you did!

You are the girl! You are supposed

to be the one with the brains!

SARAH

Sorry Mom!

Sarah looks out across the car’s window and ask her mother a

question.

SARAH

Mom, why are we so different from

the others?

STEPHANIE

You are not different! Just very

special to us... That’s all!

SARAH

Grandma said that you have a heart

of a goddess!

TONY

(Making fun of Sarah)

The brain speaks!

Sarah punches his brother in his shoulder.
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CLOSE UP

STEPHANIE

(Looking to the rear view

mirror)

Every mother has a goddess heart.

As Stephanie’s car is moving far from the lens Sarah and

Tony begin to argue about having pizza or taco for lunch.

(THE END)


